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New York from My Porch
Sophia Greenaway

My streets used to be filled with a blissful silence.

My porch, bare from the hustle and bustle of life in the Big Apple.

My brother, a stranger.

My life needing constant sleep.

Time never seeming to slow down.

My streets are now filled with an eerie silence. The reality  
of the world weighs heavy on us all.

My porch is now filled with chairs and a table. A set to view  
the masks walking down the street. Flowers scattered across  
her to add a sense of liveliness the neighborhood so  
desperately craves.

My brother is now my brother. The distance of his college and its 
strain no longer six hours deep.

My life needs not sleep, but activity. My body yearning for the 
countless hours of dancing she used to endure.

Time slower than molasses.

My streets are now filled with the endless honking of cars. 
Graduation celebratory moments now condensed into  
one block.

My porch is filled with board games and simple breezes.  
A slice of paradise in a traveless time.

My brother and I are siblings beginning to understand each other.

My life no longer in dire need of activity or sleep,  
but rather safety.

Safety from those in power, safety from those who despise my 
melanin, safety from those who despise my loved ones.

Time seemingly turning back.
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Queens Kid 
(Inspired by “Where I’m From” by George Ella Lyon)

Emily Cronin

I am from the hand-painted puppets from Delhi sitting 
in the attic and staring at the plastic American  

wrestlers fighting 
in their little ring since the ’80s.
From the organized baseball card collection sitting 
underneath the old baby bed, 
and the records in the garage from 1970 to 1988 
from Prince to the Breakfast Club soundtrack.
The 2012 presidential debate blasting on our boxy television set, 
and freshly cut hydrangeas 
in the vase at the center of the old wooden dining room table.
From socks getting stuck in the tiny nails sticking up  

from the wooden flooring 
next to the piano you hated because you were forced  

to take lessons 
every Wednesday.
(Classic rock would play on your dad’s car radio  

on the way there and 
you were fully convinced there were eight days a week  

because the Beatles told you so.)

I’m from tea kettle screams, 
super glue mouse traps, and 
chana masala.
I’m from sandy sneakers 
at Jones Beach field 6 
in between the green flags,
and watching the Belmont Stakes 
at Triple Crown Diner 
around the block.
From the old ladies with fancy hats passing by 
the Salvation Army,
and the mango on the ground of the Patel Brothers 
getting crushed by shopping carts and 
kids with Burger King crowns.

I am from the smell of hand sanitizer in the hospital and 
chlorine from the YMCA pool.
From the words 
BREAKING NEWS
blinding me in the darkness,
and the man in the subway 
playing the steel drums.

I Am Not Strong
Miles Simon

I am not strong
as we have been taught to know the word.
I break easily, and cannot push past
without being drawn to look back.
I am not the rock that weathers
whatever is thrown at it.
I am volatile, in the image of that “whatever”
I break easily, and cannot seem to be  

purged of a pity
(that wandered in while I was lost in thought
and stayed when it was accidentally loved).
I break easily, but when I do…

Oh!
To dip the shards of me I can find
into the space filled
by that hallowed hollow rightly called a soul
(that tar-like wine)
And to be humbled
to bathe in delicate rapture. 

All I am is the example I know
best of what a person can be.

Miles
Brooke Randle

At 3
I could spell my name
I could recite my ABCs almost perfectly
I learned in bedrooms
One with my sister in Riverside
One with my mom in Harlem
Half a mile apart
I was a monkey
Half a mile from the blow-up mattresses
The green playground
Half a mile from Cafe Max
I was an illegal barber
Half a mile from the hill I hated walking up
My sister remembers 0 miles
Half a mile to
1 mile to
3 miles
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The Pretend Girl
Stella McCabe-Soares

Once upon a time there was a young girl who lived a 
very ordinary life. She had two parents who loved her 
very much and a younger brother who always com-
peted with her. She loved books and playing pretend, 
and envied the adventure and drama that existed in 
them, resenting her ordinary, simple life.

The girl’s fascination with books and envy of the 
characters made her want to be like the people she 
read about, and so she began to act like them. She 
studied the words they used and the clothes they 
wore until one would swear the books had been writ-
ten about her. First she was Lucy Pevensie from The 
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. Then she became 
Annika, and soon morphed into Annika’s more excit-
ing neighbor, Pippi Longstocking herself.

Although the little girl tried and tried to be like the 
book characters, she found that no matter how much 
she hoped and pretended, the wardrobe would not 
reveal another world to her and the adventure she 
sought would not come.

Begrudgingly, the girl decided to become herself 
again. 

However, after so much pretending, she couldn’t 
remember who that was, and so she threw away all of 
the clothes she had worn when pretending and she put 
on her pajamas and lay in bed, hoping when she woke 
up she would be herself again. She lay in bed for hours 
and hours unable to fall asleep, and finally she gazed 
out her window at the stars and wondered aloud

Who am I really?
And just as the words had left her mouth the cat 

who lived on the street appeared on her window ledge 
and purred

You tried to be someone you are not
I will help you
If you promise never to imitate a storybook character 

again.
The girl, surprised, agreed to the cat’s request and 

slept soundly, and the next morning when she awoke 
she was relieved to find she was herself again.

Years passed, the girl grew up and she forgot about 
the adventure she had once longed for and the cat 
who had helped her. She had given up on her search 

for adventure and now she wanted to be well liked at 
school and wished for the admiration of her peers. 
She did not have many friends and so she decided to 
act like her classmates who were more popular. She 
bought clothes that looked like theirs, cut her hair 
like their hair and began to talk like them and did her 
best to live her life the way they seemed to live theirs. 
However, for some reason she did not gain any friends 
and lost the few friends she had. She was no longer a 
favorite of her teachers, and her new hairstyle did not 
suit her face shape at all, and so she decided to go back 
to being herself.

Again she threw away her pretend clothes and she 
fixed her hair and she lay in bed hoping that when she 
woke up, she would be herself again.

Who am I really? She asked the sky, and again the 
old cat appeared at her window ledge and, pitying the 
girl who did not think she was enough, said

You tried to be someone you are not
I will help you
If you promise never to imitate a classmate again.
The girl eagerly agreed, and when she awoke she 

was happy to find she was herself again.
Several years later, the girl had made many new 

friends and was doing well in school again, but she 
longed for love in her life. She wished for it for months 
and months but no one seemed interested in her, and 
finally she came to the conclusion that she was unlove-
able. She asked her friends and classmates how she 
could be more loveable and after collecting advice 
from all her friends and from movies and books, she 
tried to be what she thought was an attractive, loveable 
person. Again she changed the way she dressed and 
again she changed how she acted, and eventually, after 
much effort, a boy in her class fell in love with her and 
they began to spend all their time together.

One day, when the girl was walking past her house 
with the boy, the ancient cat appeared on the road in 
front of her. The cat warned her:

You are trying to be someone you are not
I will help you
If you promise to stop changing yourself to get what 

you want.
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But the girl was foolish and did not heed the wise 
cat’s warning, and instead she told the cat to go away. 
The boy, who did not hear the cat but passionately 
hated cats, kicked the poor old cat out of the way. The 
girl did not like the fact that he did that, but said noth-
ing, thinking he would no longer love her if she ques-
tioned him.

The girl did not think much about the incident with 
the cat until later in life, when she began to realize that 
she did not like being with the boy anymore because 
he was mean and didn’t love her for who she really 
was.

She lay in bed for hours and hours that night and 
wished for the cat to appear, but eventually she fell 
asleep with no help from the cat, her face salty with 
tears, praying she would wake up herself again. In her 
dreams, the old cat appeared this time sitting at the 
foot of her bed and said 

You have strayed too far
I cannot help you for not even I know who you really 

are
The girl awoke with a start to find that not only 

did she dislike the boy she was supposed to love, but 
she could not stand her clothes and her home and her 
hair and the person she had become. Since she had 
neglected the old cat, she could not ask for help, and 
she realized that she no longer knew anyone who had 
known her long enough to know who she really was. 
She divorced the boy she had pretended to love, she 
sold her house and donated her clothes, and she set 
up a life on her own, hoping her true self would come 
back to her, but she was never sure if it really did or if 
she was just pretending.

The Free Fall
John LoBello

Here, a boy innocently grips his arms to the trunk, 
interested in the world above him, yet he is too young 
to understand what the air is made up of. Although he 
just took a dip in the neighborhood pool right around 
the corner, the wetness of his bare chest and legs don’t 
prevent the strength the boy has for climbing up. He 
has clunk five times, each attempt no easier than the 
other, but by some miracle, the big round feet of his 
legs locked to the branch, he then slowly rose. It is two 
in the afternoon, and the parents are inside cooling off 
while sipping lemonade, the drink looking a tint yellow. 
He was brave, willing to do everything the world has 
to offer. It was no different than before. When climb-
ing, he felt the abrupt feeling of his heart going into his 
throat; however, he didn’t mind, as he was confident 

in his abilities. The boy reached the top, the streaks on 
his chest showing it all, as he moved to the middle of 
the branch, enjoying the breeze of the ninety-degree 
weather, while the sun made his back a bright orange. 
It was not long before mom and dad saw the boy high 
up on the branch, as they ran out panicked hoping the 
worst wouldn’t happen. Still, calm as ever, the boy told 
them of his amazing accomplishment as they ushered 
him to return back to ground level. He complied, but 
the branch finally gave way to the boy as it broke, send-
ing him down to the hard grass, yet looking so soft and 
elegant. He lay there in pain, head bruised from the 
trunk, as both legs sat in a weird pretzel position, both 
black and blue. He cried, as he saw a white spot, both 
eyes growing ever so larger.
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The Wicked Stepmother (Modern Version)
Christoph Cardoza

I was only six when my dad suddenly fell ill, 
and was hospitalized for weeks.
After he recovered, he was able to come home, 
but he wasn’t the same man that we had known. 
The arguments between my parents increased 
from two a year, to ten a month. 
I couldn’t understand why they would say such 
hurtful things to one another, 
and I grew to believe that this was what love really 

looked like; 
that no matter how many times you said I love you, 
the love was completely lost.
The heart transparent and cold as ice.
One day, Mom packed her bags and was on her way,
Leaving me with Dad, who fell sick once again.
I was in the fourth grade having to take care of the 

household,
my gravely ill father, and myself.
By the time I graduated high school, I was pregnant 

with the twins:
Anastasia and Drizella.
Their father wanted nothing to do with the three of us;
I was completely on my own.
I worked my butt off, still living in the worn  

down house 
that my parents refused to make a home. 
I met Ella’s father years later;

I was working as a waitress at Jerald’s In-and-Out Joint
He swept me completely off my feet, flashing  

his diamond
jewelry whenever he had the chance.
He knew I was struggling and promised to take care
of me and the Girls
I finally felt that someone wanted to give me  

the attention
that I had craved; a new environment where I could 

start over.
But he never told me that he had another daughter.
We would argue for days,
Sometimes not talking to each other at all
But this was love,
this was all I had ever known.
How could he not have told me?
How would we be happy if his child stood in the way 

of my girls’ shot
at a happy and loving two-parent household?
I blamed Ella for our deteriorating marriage;
I blamed Ella for my twins’ insecurities.
Ella was the prettiest young girl I had ever met
She outshined my twins in every area:
Looks, brains, and talent.
I was enraged that they even felt second best to her
And thus, Cinderella was born.

My Wistful Desire
Nathaniel Santana

Staring across this pond is the closest thing to staring 
at you across the ocean. I always wonder what happens 
on the other side, wherever you are. Do you even miss 
me? Do you even dream or ruminate over the time we 
shared? I do all the time. It hurts knowing you’re over 
there. It hurts knowing that you could be in the arms 
of someone else. But what hurts the most is that I can’t 
be there to fight for you; to show you that I’d treat you 
better than anyone; to love you. I’m left here powerless 
over fate and I can’t help but scream at god asking him: 

why do things like this always happen to me? Staring 
across this pond helps me calm down from my enraged 
state. I sometimes see you on the other side. You wave 
at me and blow me a kiss, which I always seem to catch 
and whenever I do, the helpless romantic in me over-
flows with happiness. But as quick as it came it disap-
pears with you as you fade away into the trees in which 
you emerged from. And just like that, I’m back in real-
ity. Just staring across a pond, missing you. 
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Burnt Out
Jane Wu

                                “Dad, 
                         stop smoking,” 
                    I said, watching the 
                 man stand in the cold
                  with his calloused fingers 
                     holding the cancer stick like 
                        a lifeline. Calloused fingers 
                       which I thought resulted from the 
                   horrors of his habit. “Your fingers will turn 
                black and ugly,” to which he laughed and said 
           that that won’t happen. His teeth, stained brown 
       and yellow with patches of white, smiled down at 
    me. Stained teeth which I thought resulted from the 
 horrors of his habit. “Your teeth will fall out,” to which 
he laughed and said that that won’t happen. His gravelly 
  voice, although carefree, haunted my ears. Gravelly voice 
    which I thought resulted from the horrors of his habit. “You 
               will lose your voice if you keep this up,” to which 
                   he laughed and said that that won’t happen. 
                       I looked into his dark eyes and said: 
                           “Smoking can kill you,” to
                         which he laughed and 
                     said that that won’t happen. 
                 Disheartened and burnt 
                     out, I shook my head 
                           and opted to stare at
                                 the flickering 
                                     end of 
                                    the 
                     c i g a r e t t e .
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The Grimm QuaranTEEN
Emi Bauman

Once upon a time, a galaxy plunged itself into chaos. 
A mighty golden Sun found itself woefully unadorned, 
devoid of its glorious, fiery sunspots. Mars sported a 
muted scarlet coat. Saturn’s ring sagged with a wobble. 
Even the stars were losing their famed twinkle. On 
the Blue Planet, a virus invaded the land masses like a 
fierce army waging a brutal war against mankind and 
leaving casualties in its wake. With the Earth on pause 
from routine, all humans, both young and old, now 
aimed to endure a modern-day pandemic to simply 
survive while trying to maintain good spirits. In the 
borough of Manhattan, a young lady with hair as dark 
as coal, skin nearly as white as freshly fallen snow, and 
lips the color of roses was trying to do just that. Louisa 
gazed at photo after glorious photo of the beach in 
summer. Each turn of a scrapbook page added to her 
yearning for carefree times like swimming in an ocean 
as clear as turquoise glass. Anticipation of any future 
now seemed impossible. Her senior year in high school 
was abruptly ended. That meant no Senior Prom, 
no Chorus Concert and—the topper of it all—no 
tassel-turning, cap-throwing high school graduation 
ceremony. So many things vaporized in an instant. 
The viral threat also made her a quarantined prisoner 
in her own home. “Trapped,” thought the restless 
teenager, as she gazed at the tree-lined thoroughfare 
outside her window. “Humph,” uttered the frowning 
Louisa at the thought of Mother not allowing her out-
side for a quaint stroll. 

Louisa looked around her room for yet another dis-
traction to pass the time. Sitting side by side like step-
ping stones, there upon the bookshelves lay the science 
and music books of her teen years alongside the rem-
nants of her early childhood. Books of wizards and 
denizens of far-flung lands stood gallantly as soldiers 
alongside those regaling the escapades of those young 
princesses of land and sea. Louisa was caught off 
guard as she found herself breaking into a slight smile 
remembering how each of these tales brought such 
wonder and excitement to her younger self. Louisa 
reached for these books, and then sunk into the pillows 

on her bed with them. With each princess tale, each 
nostalgic chord struck in unison with a cruel tugging 
at Louisa’s fragile heartstrings—a ballgown never worn 
to prom, ocean waves unreachable for some unfore-
seen future, and inescapable imprisonment at home.

The sadness, anger and frustration simmered within 
her until the caustic mixture of feelings was about to 
surpass its boiling point. Louisa exploded, “My life 
is worse than any fairytale! It just isn’t fair!” Then it 
happened. A poof of iridescent glitter and a wee voice. 
Louisa saw it. A tiny golden worm sat alongside her on 
the bed. “I’m the Magic Bookworm. You will live the 
princess life to return what has been taken from you.” 
Before she could even open her mouth, Louisa found 
herself caught up in a dusty tornado as she kept her 
eyes closed tightly. Then almost as quickly as the spin-
ning began, the turbulence stopped.

“You lazy girl, get up and help your stepsisters get 
dressed. This is the third and last night of the royal 
galas, and the Prince will certainly choose one of my 
beautiful daughters as his wife.” 

“Stepsisters? I’m an only child,” blurted Louisa as 
she rubbed dust from her eyes. 

“Of course, you are. Your mother and father are 
dead and gone. Ash Maiden, you are a strange girl. 
Get my beautiful girls dressed,” bellowed the hook-
nosed woman with a hideous updo.

“Hmmm,” wondered Louisa.

Sure enough, after the brood of ugly left for the gala, 
the Magic Bookworm appeared. With a roundabout 
twirl in her dirty, ragged house dress, Louisa found 
herself freshly clean and in a silvery gown and golden 
shoes. The Magic Bookworm instructed Louisa to 
leave the festivities at the stroke of midnight. Even if 
Louisa knew the tale of Cinderella, she was just excited 
to attend a formal gala in an exquisite gown and beau-
tiful shoes. With another twirl in her finery, Louisa 
found herself on grand marble steps. As she entered 
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the palace, she saw the Prince and gasped. “This is 
NOT a fairytale. The Prince is that boy who chased 
me all last year wanting to carry my backpack! I must 
leave!” Louisa sprinted quickly to her escape down the 
grand stairs and, as expected, stepped in the gooey tar 
that glued one her gorgeous shoes to the steps. Then 
in a flash, Louisa felt herself sucked into a brisk, cool 
whirlwind. 

When she opened her eyes, she found herself fully 
immersed underwater, freely breathing and sporting 
a fishtail. “It’s time to dance, dearest Sister,” sang five 
mermaids as they quickly locked arms with Louisa 
and scooped her up into their ocean ballet. “I am the 
Little Mermaid,” thought Louisa. The ocean current 
then abruptly began to churn like a brew stirred in 
an angry witch’s cauldron. The dark shadow that had 
been overhead split itself apart. Soon, Louisa and her 
mermaid sisters found themselves dodging the swirling 
planks and debris from a quickly disintegrating ship. 
And then, as though on cue, there he was. The mari-
time-loving, dark- haired, teenaged Prince was sinking 
towards her. Louisa rose quickly, bringing the Prince 
with her to the ocean surface. Louisa expected to see 
a shoreline and a nearby convent. Sure enough, there 
they were. When she saw young girls exiting the con-
vent, Louisa prepared her farewell to the Prince. “Give 
up my singing voice to get married at 17? Uh, never,” 
thought Louisa. She carefully swatted the Prince with 
her powerful tail and watched him travel across the 
water’s surface like a ball, continuing in a gentle roll 
to safety onto the sandy shoreline. Louisa watched as 
one of the girls ran to the Prince and called the oth-
ers for help. A wee voice then asked, “Did you have a 
nice swim?” In an instant, Louisa was overtaken by the 
whoosh of wind then landed with a soft thud. 

Louisa needed a second to catch her breath before 
panic struck. She was tangled in something. Was it a 
fisherman’s net? Ropes from the sinking ship? With a 
closer look, she gasped. Yards and yards of hair. “Oh, 
no,” thought Louisa. “Only one person has THIS much 
hair. “She struggled to untangle herself as she quickly 

looked around and saw she was in a room with no 
doors and only one window. 

“Rapunzel, what are you doing? I turn my back for 
just a moment, and you are on the floor! Get up! Your 
dinner is on the table. Carry my heavy basket to the 
window so I can leave,” ordered Dame Gothel.

Louisa raced to the kitchen table. Seeing a knife 
in the basket filled to the brim with the Dame’s veg-
etables, Louisa quickly grabbed the knife and hid it 
under her dinner, a big bundle of greens—naturally, 
it would be rampions, Rapunzel’s horticultural name-
sake and the very herbs that caused this imprisonment. 
Louisa dropped her braided hair out the window to 
let that hang down to the ground, and then the basket 
followed. Louisa watched Dame Gothel walk further 
and further away from the tower until she looked like 
a tiny black ant that Louisa wished she could squash 
under her foot. There in a familiar, sparkly puff of iri-
descent glitter appeared the Magic Bookworm. Before 
the little worm could utter another wee word, Louisa 
reached for the knife and cut her braid. She quickly 
tied her braid to the table leg and threw the braid out 
the window. Louisa climbed down the rope of hair 
and, after a final swing, jumped to the ground. “Well, 
at least my Mother can cook,” thought Louisa with a 
crooked smirk and shrugged shoulders.

In just a blink of an eye, Louisa found herself reclin-
ing back on the comfy pillows on her bed, princess 
books at her side. Startled, Louisa sat for a moment 
before collecting her books to return to the shelf. With 
the books returned to their spots, Louisa reached 
for another, a songbook for the beloved Wizard of 
Oz film. Images quickly flashed in her mind’s eye as 
though in response to a rapid roll call—Dorothy, Toto, 
Glinda, Ruby Red Slippers, Munchkins, Scarecrow, 
Tin Man, Cowardly Lion, Yellow Brick Road, Poppies, 
Emerald City, Flying Monkeys… Louisa quickly 
retracted her hand from the book to leave it and its 
wondrous tale undisturbed. Walking away from the 
bookshelf, Louisa found herself looking ahead towards 
the window, but now smiled.
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When the Great War Ended
Celia Fung 

when the great war ended—and all the fireflies and staves and the fight-
ers were laid down to rest, all those left behind were found again; there, 
no one could forget them. and those lives that bloomed in the crevices 
of the broken land went on nonetheless—they didn’t need your help, 
but you felt better knowing you could watch over them. 

of course you knew that she wouldn’t make it—she was too burdened 
by the soul corruption, by the people who told her, no you won’t change 
a thing—but that didn’t stop her; her will to care, her will to change, were 
too strong for worry to pull down. so, you worried. you worried the side 
of your cheek and held her hair behind her head when she coughed up 
the flowers that knotted the insides of her throat, you worried in your 
unsleep until you cried just enough to feel empty but not enough to wake 
her up from her fitful sleep in the cot next to you, you worried over her 
right eye when the flowers starting growing from there and you tried to 
help—she needs the attention now more than ever—but you have other 
things to worry about bigger than her, bigger than you. 

so when her soul finally gave out, and what was left of her body faded 
into violet scented dust, you felt like your soul was gonna burst too. 

In Defense of  
U Thant Island
(Inspired by “In Defense of Small Towns”  
by Oliver de la Paz)

Tara Atluri

You’ve probably seen it before
the meekest of tiny, grey-green knuckles
barely piercing the skin of the East River.
It is sandwiched by one larger
and one smaller
a secret delight at the center 
of the center of the world. 
What it lacks in area, it makes up for in verticality.
An old control tower, perhaps the last of its kind, 
has made its nest there among the rocks and shrubs
and calls out to boats with a small red voice in the night.
Nobody owns it but the migratory birds,
perhaps the last of their kind.
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The Lycoris Radiata
Crystal Huang

The lycoris radiata, also known as the “red spider lily”, 
“hell flower”, “corpse flower”, and more, is a flower 
often associated with paths of death and final good-
byes. Originating from China, Korea, and Nepal, it was 
introduced to Japan and then into the rest of the world 
through trade with the United States. Countless legends 
surround this plant, and all of them have to do with the 
underworld and the afterlife. Some believe that when 
you meet someone that you will never see again, these 
flowers will bloom as an omen. Because this flower is 
always associated with death, it is considered forbid-
den to give a bouquet of these flowers. However, this 
flower is not only known for the misfortunes of life. 
The lycoris radiata is also known for guiding the dead 
in the underworld to their next reincarnation. Many 
Buddhists also plant these flowers on graves to cele-
brate the arrival of fall as it shows a tribute to the dead.

If put in a different light, the meaning of these hell 
flowers can change from one of foreboding and certain 

death to one of reincarnation and a celebration of the 
arrival of a new autumn. In a time when we are watch-
ing the world catch on fire and seeing death around 
every corner, this thin-petaled flower seems to be the 
only one that can convey the complicated feelings that 
we all share. At first glance, all we can see is destruction, 
suppression, and brutality, but, in truth, we control the 
narrative. We decide what the world is burning for. This 
is a time of rebirth, of reincarnation, and of a new sea-
son. This is a time of burning the old and re-emerging 
from the ashes to a better new world. We can grasp what 
we have and subvert the horrors we’ve seen to become 
stronger and better than ever before, just as how the 
fragile and ominous red spider lily can become a sym-
bol of reincarnation. We hold the lycoris radiata in our 
hands, and we can choose which meaning we want to 
believe in. We can change the system and the world.
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Bien Pretty
Skye Williams

I moved back to the Bay. After I finished my painting 
of Flavio, I sold it at the art center and used my last 
$150 to catch a bus back to California. I needed to find 
peace of mind. A month after he left with that evasive 
explanation, his face began to change. Faces always 
change, so I saved it for last. He was at first a fair tone, 
charming eyes, and attractive smile. Gorgeous lips. 
He was a pretty man. Until he wasn’t. Now, black for 
his hair, a scruff coming in, and dark circles under 
his eyes. The smile turned into a smirk and eyes with 
a hidden agenda. I painted him broken and bruised 
because that’s how he left me. I waited a few hours, 
and then a few days, and then a whole month for it 
to “dry,” but really, I was nervous about sharing the 
painting. Afraid Flavio would return to San Antonio 
for un último baile and be horrified by the image I cre-
ated. I would have to explain how sad he left me and 
how his face toward me changed. He wouldn’t apolo-
gize. I would forgive him. We would discuss the forces 
of nature, he would take a jab at working women—
sorry, viegas—he would criticize Americanos like 
myself, we would sleep together, and then he would 
abandon me. Again. So I had to leave to save myself 
the pain of another tear in my heart.

I packed one medium size duffle of Texan memo-
ries. I don’t like to trudge my past into new begin-
nings, though I find it bleak how many beginnings 
I’ve started. I said a year, but six months will do just 
fine. Maybe the first thing I do when my tanned toes 
touch the California heat is surprise Beatriz. But know-
ing her, she wouldn’t be surprised I’ve flaked on yet 

another of my “personal journeys.” Or I just might 
plunge myself into Ocean Beach. It was my getaway 
spot whenever my depression consumed me. San 
Antonio didn’t give me any space or time to breathe, 
between falling for a man with a second life, my art, 
and the existential crisis of my place in the world as a 
Mexican-American. Or I could just do my laundry. 

Those 33 hours on the scorching, quiet, and vacant 
bus, I tried to clear my mind of all things TEXAS, but 
it just kept crawling back. I wondered what his kids 
looked like, if his wives were like me, how they dressed, 
where they worked, if they worked…if I even knew 
him. I didn’t. I didn’t know Flavio. But I can’t blame 
him for my eternal insecurities. Truth is, I don’t know 
what I want. I’m always searching for something more, 
but end up disappointed when the more isn’t picture 
perfect. I don’t know if I was ready to be in a relation-
ship. I don’t know if I want to get in a relationship. I 
don’t know if I am a good artist, or if I am too passive, 
or if going back to California was the right choice, or if 
I will ever be successful, or if I will ever be happy.

My right cheek was glistening from the morning sun 
as I woke from the rugged bus stop. My heart beat rap-
idly seeing the herd of people grabbing their luggage 
and heading down the stairs with relief because I never 
decided on what to do when I got back home. The 
driver impatiently asked me to exit, so I stood idle on 
the curb of a street foreign to me. For a few minutes 
I felt lost in a place that should feel normal. A row of 
cabs down the block called to me and I made the split 
decision to get in. Where to? Ocean Beach.
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Brooklyn
Brooke Randle

I asked my dad if Brooklyn was named after me
He said no
I asked him if I was named after Brooklyn
He said no

My sister got the George Washington Bridge
And my dad gave me the Brooklyn Bridge

I always thought it looked prettiest at night
I always thought it was better than the  

George Washington Bridge

Everyone knows George Washington
But nobody knows who the Brooklyn Bridge 

was named after
I’m just sticking up for the little guy
It is my bridge after all

Suspicion
Abigail Bernardeau

Quiet words fall on deaf ears don’t you know,
Protect yourself, wait upon the station;
Do not forget, many around are foe.

Watch the skies, when they darken, you must go,
For lack of trying nor motivation;
Quiet words fall on deaf ears, don’t you know.

Remember, there is forever death’s row,
Heed the warning and pray for salvation;
Do not forget, many around are foe.

There are those who hide within a shadow,
Feelings of darkness, an odd sensation,
Quiet words fall on deaf ears, don’t you know.

Shield yourself from whatever they may throw.
Never stoop nor give into temptation.
Do not forget, many around are foe.

Determine your path and follow your glow.
Do not turn your back on your creation.
Quiet words fall on deaf ears, don’t you know.
Do not forget, many around are foe.

Lost
Kristina Sheredos

I love you for your strength 
And the giant grin across your face,
I love you for the sadness in your eyes
And the fear within you, within your movement 

Something of old forgotten past 
Lurks in the distress of your walk 
And the absence of a loved one 
Inescapable sobs in the pace of your talk. 

Oh, little lost girl, born unstoppable 
Keep all you have of the past 
Forgetting that you were once in this dark place,
And let the angels help you fly. 

Exhausted
Clarissa Yen

Tired eyes,
long sighs,
slow blinks,
as brain functions drain
down the kitchen sink. 

Groggy mumbles,
feet that stumble,
head in arms,
and a mind that’s slow
to sound the alarms. 

A thousand-yard stare,
coupled with dead air,
aching bones,
and sharp thumping pains
in the cranial zone. 

Irritable moods
that do no good,
but around I wait
for a small reprieve
to change the day’s gait. 
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Saturday Morning
Tara Atluri

I’m filled with kinetic energy, clothes rustling as I operate 
the set of doors. The first seals me out of her world; the 
second pushes me into the dark—an airlock, the street-
lights a map of stars. I start walking toward Riverside 
Drive. Light from the city trespasses into the sky above, 
staining it a deep brown. The fabric of my pants snaps 
taut as I kick out my legs, one after the other, in time 
with the music I have chosen to prevent me from deflat-
ing and seeping into the cracks of the concrete.

I pass the white building with its flaking skin and 
dangerously eroded steps. To my right, the lilac fluo-
rescent awning light strobes, reciting a story I will 
never learn the ending to. Further down the block, 
doormen stand behind thick glass, still and unyielding 
as figurines. What do they think of to pass the hours? 
When do they dream? This city may lack sleep, but 
everyone in it dreams. I wonder if they have learned 
to recognize me: the small one who, with conviction, 
tears past them at 7:45 p.m. and trudges back at 1:15 
a.m, drained, propelled by necessity rather than desire. 

I glance at the row of enclosed trees, approaching 
the end of the block. CURB YOUR DOG. As if any-
thing could endanger the livelihood and presentation 
of these plastic petunias, dahlias, and… something 
that I believe has not quite evolved yet in nature, 
unless there are sunflower heads to be found on bean 
stalks, complete with tufts of bipinnate fern-fronds. 
Its existence would be revolutionary. I pass a fire 
hydrant halfway nestled into the brick wall of a build-
ing, protected from the elements and, at the same 
time, rendered completely useless. Its plaque reads 
STANDPIPE, and as an occupied cab speeds by, play-
ing something that buzzes and hums across my bones, 

I lean in toward the sign and discover it to be dull and 
crazed with fine cracks, encrusted thickly with rust and 
stained from decades of dripping AC exhaust. 

I round the corner and see the hazy, backlit silhou-
ette of General Franz Zegel on his horse. His loom-
ing figure dwarfs those of the two approaching from 
107th. Yet he cannot defend, cannot charge forward. 
His service has long been concluded. If he still inhab-
its the statue, the general does so quietly and calmly, 
observing the ceaseless pumping vein of cars on the 
street, those walking their dogs in the park beyond, 
and passers-by who flit across the steps under his 
pedestal without stopping to learn his name. My pace 
quickens as I dodge their unitary mumbling and blind 
careening. We revolve like galaxies about each other, 
close to collision, flung apart by tangential momen-
tum. Noncommittal apologies are exchanged. I cannot 
see them clearly, but I can certainly smell their inebria-
tion. The party’s babbling fades as they disappear 
behind me. Our paths diverge: I am bound homeward; 
they are bound by nothing, free to admire the calm of 
the road and the rattling scrape of oak leaves.

As I cross the final stretch of asphalt, the headlights 
of the impatient driver before me couple with rising 
smoke from the manhole below to create glare and 
infiltrate the shadow, lending visibility to the destina-
tion. The wind stings. It is late, and so am I. I’ve been 
stalling, I suppose. I hurry into my own building, past 
its two-step airlock, up the stairs, and after a few min-
utes, into bed where I remain awake, considering the 
rhythm of sirens and the chatter of the windowpane 
until the sun rises, finally collapsing into something 
loosely resembling sleep.
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seventeen years
Paige Levy 

you taught me what a cicada was

back when the world had just opened its arms to me,
and languid summer nights meant long walks down hot pavement 
small hands clutching the smooth glass of a mason jar 
in a never-ending search for the fireflies 
that dotted the dense evening air. 

do you hear that? you asked,
suddenly the world was full of buzzing rattling shaking
as if you could control the cacophony of summer
and had started it all up just for me. 

you told me about an ugly bug 
that dug itself underground for 17 years, 
coming out to sing until they died.

not just any ordinary bug buzzing in the heat, you said,
and you summoned the song with a snap.
the trees and the wind and the grass 
melted towards us, swaying in time to the music. 

it’s not just buzzing, you said,
it’s the song of life 
of a life forgotten, and of a life yet to be lived. 

in those summer days i would make grooves in the wooden floors 
running into your arms as you walked through the screen door 
you would smile, lift me into the air
my feet flying over my head like a swing dancer 
my feet didn’t touch the ground until you left again.
i don’t remember when i was suddenly too heavy to lift, 
i tried walking the path innocent feet once memorized 
and couldn’t find the grooves. 

i sometimes wonder if you know 
that one day you walked out that door 
and never walked back in. 

do you think you can still carry me?

summer comes and comes without you
although we pretend that it doesn’t.
the jars have long since found a different purpose
The pavement is still hot.
i walk it, alone.
i wonder if you notice that. 
i wonder if you still notice the cicadas’ song.

the buzzing. 

Masks
Fauri Estevez

Ok class I want you
To write about 
Yourself 
How you see yourself 
How others see you 

I wake up and put it on
It’s comfortable 
Familiar
Joyous
I walk out of my home
Hoping—praying no one sees
What’s underneath

I don’t hate the mask
Sometimes I wish it were
Actually me 
And not a persona I put on
To be honest
I like how I’m seen 
With it on
I’m seen as outgoing
Confident 
Kind 
Calm

Without the mask on I see a few things
There’s the beast 
Angry at the world
At myself
Angry at everything 
Then 
There’s the scared child 
Who cries all the time
And worries about 
Everyone 
And everything 
Finally 
There’s the lost soul
Confused
Nervous 
Scared of the unknown 
And terrified of what’s to come

So when asking me to write about me
I ask you 
Which one??
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Home
Katherine Hong

The house on 149th Street and 41st Avenue in Queens 
was my home for 15 years. It was a brick house that we 
had rented. My family and I lived on the second floor, 
with two other families living on the first floor and the 
basement. Our house was small, but enough for a fam-
ily of our size.

A laundromat was on the corner of the next block 
over. I remember following my parents there when I 
was younger, begging to ride on top of the laundry in 
our squeaky red cart. I would buy a small bag of stale 
chips from the vending machine and watch “National 
Geographic” on the TV screen. I always wanted to be 
the one to push the quarters into the slots, but was 
unfortunately lacking the height for it; I would boost 
myself up onto the platform ledge of the machines, with 
my mom keeping me stable as I placed coins into the 
slots, and pushed them in with all my strength. I’d give 
her a smile, being proud of my small accomplishment.

My elementary school was walking distance, and on 
the days I wasn’t running late, I would walk to school 
with my mom, grasping my small hand into hers. My 
mom had taught me at a young age that trees are liv-
ing organisms, which meant that I could communicate 
with them. She had told me that the trees would grow 
better and stronger if I talked to them. So, as I walked 
past the trees, I’d tell them good morning. During 
autumn, I would compliment their change of “clothes” 
and tell them to keep warm in the colder months.

Down the block from my house was a street that 
housed a plethora of different Korean restaurants. 
Businesses, one after the other, opened up in hopes of 
being successful, only to fail miserably and get replaced 
with another that would face the same fate. Creeps 
sat on the steps of a small complex, beer cans grasped 
tightly in their hands, calling out to young girls pass-
ing by. The sounds of drunks yelling at each other over 
an argument that started over KBBQ bounced off the 
walls of my room. 

“Don’t say that about me! You don’t know my life!”
A string of expletives from the other party would 

follow. It was a typical Friday night: old friends getting 
wasted, sharing loud laughs and slurred conversations. 
Then someone would hit the wrong nerve and that’s 
when the air would change and tensions became high…

We housed extra people for a couple of years. The 
happy house changed when the fight broke out. It 

would squeeze its walls tightly as I walked through the 
hallways, and creak angrily even when I tried to be as 
quiet as possible. The house was angry all the time and 
it couldn’t take it anymore, so it kicked us all out. 

“Please let me stay,” I’d beg. 
“No, it’s better if you don’t.”
So then when the place we called home became 

somewhere we hated coming back to at the end of the 
day, we complied and left. 

The house on 165th Street and 45th Avenue in 
Queens is my home, and has been for two years now. 
The happiness has been restored, and though the light 
flickers sometimes, it’s only a temporary occurrence. It 
is no longer somewhere we hate coming back to after 
work; in fact, we beg to stay longer in the early morn-
ings.

My house sits across from the Olde Towne of 
Flushing Burial Ground and is a block away from the 
Flushing Cemetery. There is a children’s playground 
across the street too, often occupied by small children 
wanting to run around after school. My street has a lot 
of trees, as well as flowers and shrubs my neighbors 
have grown. I forget to talk to the trees now, but I do 
let myself admire their color and height when I walk 
around. 

The neighbors don’t really interact with each other, 
but I don’t mind because we all seem to be stuck in 
our own little bubbles; our neighbor, Robert, who 
had given me a signed copy of a children’s book he 
had published, and who had wished me luck with my 
art, moved out last year. The roads are always being 
worked on, so driving is never a smooth ride. A pair of 
sneakers now hang by their shoelaces from the electri-
cal wires, and the streets smell of pot. The construction 
workers in neon orange vests keep their mouths shut, 
resorting instead to eyeing young girls passing by.

Moving into the new house was a pain. My mom 
swore to herself: “I am never moving out again,” 
promising our landlord we had plans to stay in this 
house for a while. We all have our own rooms now. 
No one presses their ears to the doors to avoid certain 
footsteps anymore. Dinners are eaten together at the 
table, and when time allows for it, we all watch TV 
together on the weekends. The house no longer tries to 
suffocate us. It’s happy again, and not even the morbid 
fact that the dead surround us can change that.
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Governors Island at 4:57
Lauren Corcoran

Google Maps says I’ll get there at 4:57
The Movie with Dan and Emily starts at 5:00

This morning I had tutoring at 9:00
Sarah’s birthday party at 12:00
I promised to walk Lucy’s dog by 3:00
And finally I’ll see the movie with Dan and Emily at 5:00

If I walk fast enough I’ll catch the ferry at 3:46
If I run quick enough I’ll get on the train at 4:33
If I sprint hard enough I’ll get to the theater at 4:57

Pings of electricity sloshed in my stomach as I threw on clothes  
to get to Midtown at 9:00

My sweaty palms could hardly find their place on the 6 train’s  
subway poll going to the Bronx at 12:00

Signs and directions clamored against my mind trying to get  
to Governor’s Island at 3:00

My vision started going blurry as I crossed the island to get  
to Brooklyn at 5:00

The sky shifted to orange at 3:22
And the autumn wind blew sweetly at 3:55
And I didn’t calculate how exhausted I would be when  

the ferry horn roared at 3:44
And the passengers boarded at 3:45 
And I watched the ferry leave without me at 3:47 

I don’t remember what time I started to feel the heat behind my eyes 
I don’t remember what time I asked myself why I was crying 
I don’t remember what time my knuckles became white from gripping 

the railing separating me from the sea 

But I remember how the sky shifted to pink
And how the autumn wind blew sweetly
And how exhausted I was 
And how the sea glistened brightly 

I texted Dan and Emily with an apology at 4:55
Dan responded by telling me it was ok at 4:56 
Emily responded telling me not to push myself so hard at 4:57

I don’t remember when the sky shifted to black
Or when the autumn wind started to blow frigidly 
Or when I boarded the last ferry home

I just remember when I finally forgot what time it was 
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Tourist (after Jamaica Kincaid)
Henry Mei

You can skip Times Square, you’re not missing much; 
don’t let the car turn before you cross, unless you want 
to get the kid behind you killed; no, Central Perk is 
not a real place; that’s the subway, not “the metro”; 
that’s the 7 train, not “the purple line”; don’t stand 
in the middle of the sidewalk, step to the side if you 
must stop for whatever reason; no, don’t you DARE 
buy that I heart NY t-shirt; yes, you can absolutely buy 
an empanada from the nice lady on the street; this is 
how you walk to the subway station from where you’re 
staying; this is how you swipe your MetroCard, not 
that way, the other way; this is how you refill your 
MetroCard; this is how to walk on the left side of the 
escalator, yes I said walk; this is how you board the 
train, wait for the people to get off first and then move 
to the middle; this is how you read the route map on 
the train, you won’t need to after a while, you’ll just 

know; this is how you get around Chinatown, yeah 
I know it’s confusing; this is how you know what to 
order at that restaurant in Chinatown, no not the 
General Tso’s chicken, yes, I know you saw my eyes 
roll; this is how you fold your pizza; this is how you 
order a baconeggncheese from the bodega, no, say it 
quicker than that; this is how to take photos and not 
be obnoxious; this is how to powerwalk, no, faster; this 
is how to ask for directions, be direct and don’t skirt 
around the edges, we’ll be more inclined to help; avoid 
using Google Maps, try to get around on your own, 
it’s more fun that way; when you’re stay is over, this 
is how to get back to the airport; but how much is it to 
take a cab?; you mean to say that after all you are really 
going to be the kind of tourist who’s gonna waste their 
money and take a cab everywhere?

Lights in the Sky
Glenjanée Robertson

The lights in the sky were luminous
And as I looked at the lights I started thinking 

Why they were white and not the color of blackberries
How sweet they are as it dissolves 

They light up the dark sky with justice
Shedding light on the tree covered in pine
How long will it take until I’m a woman
And how long will my hair take to grow

And as I look at you
In your eyes 

Tears started to flow and they taste like salt
The salt reminded me of pumpkin seeds

Pumpkin seeds and blackberries I long for
On evenings like these where I look at the lights in the sky
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Hope
Christopher Guthrie

Day in and day out, the city’s dwellers
Dragged themselves out of bed and into the smelly subways,
Ready to face the day,
To grab it by its horns and say, “I’m not afraid.”

But in this new pandemic, everyone lay still,
As fear gripped our nation, and it became evident
That our top leaders knew not what to do.

Despite these tribulations, the peoples’ hearts beat strong,
For there is more strength in our communities, 
Than any one man’s headstrong.

Now in the streets our police force, 
Have taken to killing innocents, for a factor that they cannot control,
And in a manner, that once, was of reverence.

The people have had it with all the injustice
So they start protesting too,
Shouting in the streets and in the face of CX gas,  

saying, “we will not be subdued.”

And in the offices our leaders still
Sit back and delegate, abstract wars and governments,
That we were never meant to partake in.

But on the bright side, some policemen,
Remembering their solemn duty, 
Laid down their guns and batons, 
To show the world that justice in our country still stands strong.

Strong as the hope that we, the people, hold deep down in our hearts,
That there will be a change in the way that things are done.
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A Fungi Tale
Meiling Parrish

Follow the path of coffee-colored leaves and make a 
left at the haunted beldam’s cottage. Be careful not to 
step on the asters, for they take the place of a head-
stone to one the witch once loved. Tiptoe quietly over 
the fire ants and be sure you know how to swim— 
if they bite you, the stream will look very tempting. 
Follow the sparkling waters until you see it.

A young lad gently rests upon a red and white 
mushroom. It was almost as if they were in a hug, the 
plant curved into his body like a shawl. The man with 
his wispy lashes and striking eyebrows looked feral-
like. His large feet peeked out from the mushroom’s 
shade; his palms rested gently beside him. 

His name was Persei, and he was charming. People 
came from all over to see the mysterious man and his 
mushroom. They came as suitors wishing to court 
him, never with any luck. 

There was something magical about the man. When 
he spoke, his suitors laughed. His voice was music 
and the people danced. His piercing eyes could wrap 
around your heart just as fast as they could break it.

Some called him Satan. He was a debauchee. If you 
were lucky, he would allow you to spend the night 
with him under his mushroom, but no one ever stayed 
past sunrise. He was a master at his game, delivering 
cold intent served hot. Some say that the mushroom is 
his heart, withering every day. 

Very often suitors would travel seeking the hand 
of the young man. They brought trinkets and sweets, 
and wore their finest attire: lovely ladies draped in silk, 
handsome men wrapped in gold—none of which could 
keep Persei interested.

As the days passed, the mushroom continued to 
weather. Brown and grey spots began to form and 
cobwebs draped down just below the cap. As the plant 
aged, Persei grew colder towards his admirers. They 
became nothing more than pawns of pleasure. Those 
who had once left the boy full of determination, now 
found themselves deprived of their dignity. Only those 
with little heart left to lose made the trip. They would 
return home soulless. 

One evening Persei went to bathe down in the spar-
kling stream when he noticed a small young woman. 
She was throwing pebbles into the water, legs pressed 
against her chest, humming quietly to herself. Her 
beauty couldn’t be denied, and so he made his way 
over. 

The woman had heard about Persei, but she was 
not afraid. Her heart had already been stolen and 
destroyed. There was nothing Persei could do to 
further her pain. She allowed him to sit next to her 
at the stream and they talked. They talked until sun-
rise; when he invited her over to his mushroom, she 
politely declined.

Surprised by her response, the man was intrigued.
“Meet me here tomorrow?” he pleaded.
The woman smiled and nodded. 
“Call me Zen.”
The next evening Persei waited at the stream anx-

iously for Zen to appear. As the sun went down so 
did his hopes. Hours passed until he finally decided to 
leave. He felt cold and humiliated. He made his way 
back to his mushroom to find Zen sleeping peacefully 
beneath it. The mushroom sprouted a little bit taller, 
its red color seeming to glow in the dark. Persei settled 
down next to the sleeping girl and rested alongside 
her. For once he felt at peace. 

They spent days on end together under the mush-
room talking about music and romance. He laughed 
at her many jokes and swooned at the sound of her 
voice. The mushroom continued to rejuvenate, gaining 
vibrance and elasticity. It grew taller and wider with 
each passing moment. 

The mushroom was now a sight to see across the 
land. No one had ever seen something so spectacu-
lar. Persei was glowing and his heart was filled with 
warmth. He was kind and gentle to those around him. 

Zen loved being around Persei and she felt safe 
beneath the plant. It had managed to curve around 
both beings, protecting them both from sadness. 
When Zen stepped away from the mushroom, she 
was unsure and indecisive. How could she fall in love 
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again, and with someone with such a reputation? Even 
after spending such a long time with the boy, Zen was 
uneasy. On the twenty second night of her stay, she 
ran away. 

When Persei woke up to her absence, he panicked. 
He searched for the girl everywhere with no trace of 
her whereabouts. He checked by the stream, in the 
ditch, even above the mushroom. He asked around to 
see if anyone had seen her—nobody had a clue. 

The mushroom began to decay faster than ever 
before. How would Zen ever find him again if the 
mushroom wasn’t as radiant as she remembered? 
Persei soon grew dejected and despondent. He decided 
to travel to the old beldam’s cottage as a last resort. 
With nothing but a baby mushroom and a full heart, 
he began his journey. When he arrived at the cottage 
he was greeted by a beautiful, coquettish woman. She 
was tall and slender with ruby red lips and tight coily 
hair. Her essence was Godly. 

She placed her hand on his face and caressed him 
gently. Her voice lifted from her lips like smoke. 
“What brings you here to me?” she asked. Her touch 
was like ice. Persei was a smart man and he knew of 
the witch’s tricks. He knew not to fall so easily into the 
trap of the beautiful woman. 

“I am here looking for a woman by the name of Zen. 
I’ve come seeking her whereabouts,” he said.

The woman laughed and shook her head. “I know 
nothing about the one you call Zen,” she smirked. “But 
I am here to be the one you seek.”

She snatched the mushroom from his hand and held 
it close to her deep dark eyes. She then placed a kiss on 
the top of the plant and returned it back. “Why don’t 
you come inside with me?” she snarled. Her sharp 
smile sent shivers down his spine.

“I’ve spent countless evenings with beautiful women 
and none have been able to fulfil my heart’s needs,” 
Persei began. “I am looking for my love named Zen, 

and if you cannot help me, I will find her on my own.”
Right before his eyes the woman transformed into 

gravel and the old beldam stumbled out of her house. 
A dark blue cloak hid her face, only leaving strands of 
silver hair to blow in the wind. 

“So I hear that you are seeking a loved one.” The 
woman sighed. “Why do you come here?”

Persei held out the mushroom and bowed his head. 
“I brought this mushroom in hopes that you could 
grow it big and strong,” he started. “Maybe if she sees 
it, she will return.”

The witch shook her head and asked, “but why?”
“I love her,” he responded. “Suitors come far and 

wide with gifts and offerings like I am something to be 
won,” he began. “I want to make her my wife.”

The witch gently reached for the mushroom and 
shed a tear. “Go back home and don’t bother coming 
back.” 

Persei was defeated and he began his travel back 
home. He moped past the asters and over the fire ants, 
straight down the stream. There she was, waiting, with 
the baby mushroom in her hand. 

“Zen, you’re the witch!” he exclaimed.
Nodding her head, Zen smiled. 
“I ran away out of fear of being hurt again. I saw 

how you handled the trap I laid at the cottage and 
I can see how much you really do care for me,” she 
cried. “I will be your wife, Persei.”

The two rejoiced and the mushroom began to glow 
once more, this time more beautiful than ever. They 
planted the baby mushroom next to the original one 
and watched it grow in the days to come.

Warmth spread across the land and happiness 
infested all of the crops. Zen and Persei were now 
completely shielded from sadness, and they lived hap-
pily ever after under their two large mushrooms. 

The end.
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Where I’m From 
(Inspired by “Where I’m From” by George Ella Lyon)

Emiri Mogami

I am from the high tech laundry machine I took for granted
From my kindergarten uniform and my Pokemon water bottle
I am from the tall, gray mansion ten minutes away from  

Toyotsu station
From the house my grandfather built to live with my  

grandma in Brazil
I am from the old hundred yen shop, the small bookstore,  

and the tiny cheesecake shop across the street
I am from the big, branching lime tree in my grandma’s garden
From the lime juice we would make for dinner with only  

a tablespoon of sugar for the whole jug

I am from eating Brazilian BBQ during New York’s winter  
but Brazil’s summer

From being the “new girl” twice in fourth grade
From feeling welcomed in São Paulo
And in the beginning, feeling lonely in New York
I am from learning to love my home country again
Of being homesick

I’m from braiding my aunt’s luscious long hair
From hating swimming classes in elementary school
From eating feijoada at Café Sol after shopping with my grandma 

I’m from listening to my great-grandma’s experiences  
in war-time Japan

Or her anecdotes on her favorite sumo wrestler
From my grandma’s 60-day journey on a ship to get  

to Brazil from Japan 
Or getting a fresh cut from her skilled, experienced hands

I’m from sushi and churrasco
Soba noodles after painting class and pasteles at the morning market
Dipping bread with butter in miso soup and eating coxinha made 

by my grandma’s friend
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Finally and Simply, Alive
Mei Geller

The castle was broken and old. The walls fell apart if 
you leaned on them too much, the windows were so 
caked over with dirt that even in the day time, it felt 
like dusk inside the building. The kings and queens 
who lived in the castle were old like the limestone tur-
rets and fireplaces. They had never been outside the 
wall that surrounded the grounds of the castle and 
having never been told otherwise, they believed that 
the entirety of the world was just the few acres they 
traversed year after year. So they became illusioned 
that they ruled the world, that they could do no wrong, 
as they had been entrusted with all of existence. 

This would not have been reprehensible if they had 
been kind rulers and kind people. But they were so 
enamored with their own power that they mistreated 
their servants and their chefs, their gardeners and 
their assistants. And each time they yelled or berated 
a worker, the beds would be left unmade, the food left 
to sit until it was cold, the roses cut so there were only 
thorns, and royals left to sleep late through impor-
tant meetings. The castle seemed to be at war with 
itself. But the workers knew of no other world besides 
the one they lived, and so each and every time they 
rebelled and were punished, they shrank back into the 
shadows, angry but left with no choice but to submit.

The prize of the castle grounds was a zoo filled with 
exotic animals. The animals had been living in their 
small cages for centuries, generations only knowing 
their metal confines, and the selfish and blind roy-
als believed that the animals were happy there. They 
believed it was due to their great talent as rulers that 
the animals never hurt a soul nor acted up. But the 
truth was that the animals had no energy left to rebel. 
Days pacing back and forth in homes that were hardly 
bigger than themselves and an irregular feeding sched-
ule that depended on the whims of the royals had 
reduced them to shells of what they were supposed to 
look like. Their limbs were thin, their faces gaunt, their 
eyes tired and afraid. But the royals had never seen any 
other animals and believed theirs were the most majes-
tic things in existence. And the animals could not raise 
their eyes off the floor enough to look in the mirror 
and see their pain look back at them.

But the winds changed late one spring when the 
overrun garden was in full bloom. The wind had 

always blown from the front gates of the castle wall 
towards the back, sweeping the sickly smell of rotting 
roses and tulips up the winding staircase of the build-
ing. But that day, the petals on the cherry tree flew 
over the castle wall, away from the gargantuan build-
ing. The smell of flowers drifted, too, down the hills, 
away from the remote and isolated castle. 

The birds and insects that lived five islands, four lakes, 
three rivers, two valleys, and one ocean away tasted the 
flowers in the air and turned their heads to look across 
the five islands, four lakes, three rivers, two valleys, and 
one ocean towards the castle. They had never smelled 
flowers like these. The blossoms did not just smell like 
lavender and marigolds. They smelled like lavender that 
had never had someone take care of it and marigolds 
that had never seen the sun. Alarmed and aware that 
something was wrong, the birds and insects took to the 
air to go see. Although they had far to travel, the smell of 
living things in pain drove them on until they could see 
the walls of the castle loom closer and closer.

When they finally arrived at the walls of the castle—
a building like they had never seen before, covered in 
dirt and cracked—the smell of roses was overpower-
ing. Afraid of what might lay ahead but determined to 
see what was causing the pandemonium, the birds and 
insects flew in tight swarms over the high peak of the 
wall and peered down into the grounds.

Their eyes were met with a sight like they had never 
seen before. Instead of healthy rose bushes, there were 
bushes of thorns. Instead of fields of tulips and lil-
ies, there were slashed and burned bulbs and stems. 
Instead of flowering cherry and crab apple trees, there 
were trees whose trunks were surrounded by fallen 
blossoms not cleaned up by the gardeners. And from 
each place where the flowers had been cut by the staff 
to spite the royals, the plants bled their scent into the 
air, a desperate plea for change. 

And beyond the gardens, braving the wall and the 
tears in their eyes, the birds and insects encountered 
the zoo. 

“Look up here, my friends! Tell me what has hap-
pened here. Why are you trapped instead of free?” an 
old and wise sparrow asked the lion in the cage.

But the lion did not look up. His neck was weak 
from years of never taking his sight off the ground and 
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although he desperately wanted to speak, his throat 
was hoarse. He had not drank water in days. 

“Look up here, my friends! Tell me who has hurt 
you. Why are you trapped instead of free?” a young 
and dreamy dragonfly asked the snake wrapped 
around the branch.

But the snake did not open her eyes. Her body was 
worn from sliding across the same bumpy log and 
although she craved to hiss to the dragonfly that her 
captors were inside the building, her tongue did not 
move. She had not tasted the air in weeks.

“Look up here, my friends. Tell me where the key 
to the lock is. Why are you trapped instead of free?” a 
vibrant and proud butterfly asked the peacock tethered 
by a rope.

The peacock did not speak, nor raise their head.
The birds and the insects looked down pitifully at 

the animals in their cage. Never had they met friends 
who would not tell their story. But here in front 
of them, these friends could not speak. They must 
be afraid to share their story, the birds and insects 
thought.

Then a bright and clever eagle had an idea. If they 
cannot lift their heads, she thought, we will go down 
to them. With a push of her arched, clawed feet, she 
pushed off the cage she rested on and landed in front 
of the elephant. Although she was a big and strong 
bird, the bars of the cage were far apart and she pushed 
her way in, right where the elephant’s trunk rested on 
the dirty ground.

In her soft but firm voice, the eagle asked the ele-
phant once again, “Why, dear friend, are you trapped 
instead of free?”

And the elephant, for the first time in years, looked 
directly into the eyes of another animal. Someone had 
finally come down to his eye level, someone finally was 
here to listen. In years he had always dreamed of meet-
ing eyes with a friend and telling them a story but his 
head would not raise to meet any eyes.

With a joyous trumpet, the elephant reared back on 
his hind legs and roared with delight. 

“Thank you, my friend! Thank you! I am not free 
because I was born here. I know nothing else. But you 
are not from here, tell me is there a world beyond this 
cage?” he asked.

“Yes! There are five islands, four lakes, three rivers, 
two valleys, and one ocean and much more! For you, 
there are fields of grass and plains that stretch to where 
the sun sets and forests filled with life,” the eagle told 
the elephant. “For the snake, there are woods filled 
with all sorts of branches, not just the one she lies on,” 
the eagle flew and landed in front of the snake and told 
her. The eagle told the peacock, “there are people who 
will care for you until you are more beautiful than any 
other bird in the land.” The eagle told the lion, “there 
are lands far and wide that will call you their king.”

The animals saw this brave bird, locked eyes with 
her, and, like the elephant, began to raise their heads. 

With a flourish, the eagle, joyed to see all her new 
friends finally hopeful, looked down at her feet. The 
sharp razor talons had always made her fellow animals 
afraid of her and so she, like the animals in the zoo, 
had always felt outcast. Maybe we are not so different, 
she thought, but I am free and they are not. If I want 
to prove that I can do good, she thought, I must help 
these dear friends. A grin slowly spread across her face 
as she watched her feet on the metal rung of a cage.

Like a key, she wiggled her talon into the lock 
on the elephant’s cage. With force she strained and 
flapped her wings until she heard a click. Overjoyed, 
she turned to open the lock. But the click was from 
the breaking of her talon, not the opening of the lock. 
As pain surged up her leg, she fell to the ground. The 
elephant began to cry. Am I fated to be here forever? 
he thought to himself.

But those who have been stepped on, hurt, trampled 
over, those who have had their hopes crushed and 
watched their own identity slip away, those are the ones 
who will find the light in the dark. And so, inspired 
by the eagle’s valiant efforts, the elephant decided he 
would not stay caged any longer. Gathering all his 
strength, what little he had left from all his years in the 
cage, and all his anger, all he had gathered from all his 
years in the cage, he slammed his whole body weight 
into the cage. The lock strained and strained and the 
elephant pushed and pushed until finally the talon in 
the lock turned with one last shove and shake of the 
cage and the elephant burst free from his confines. 

The snake, emboldened by the elephant, took her 
long winding tail and hit the wire of her cage until it 
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too broke open. The lion, driven by the snake’s suc-
cess, took his long and sharp teeth and bit at the lock 
on his cage until it broke in two. The peacock, awak-
ened by the lion’s passion, took one of the beautiful tail 
feathers that adorned their body and, using their long 
neck and sharp beak, wound it nimbly into the lock 
until it too clicked open. 

So all the animals in the zoo, each motivated by the 
success of the last, broke out of their confines and took 
to the air and the ground, parading through the gar-
dens and grounds they had never seen.

The snake did not forget the eagle who had bro-
ken her mighty talon for their freedom. She slithered 
across the ground towards the hurt bird.

“Dear friend, are you all right? Have you been badly 
hurt?” she asked the eagle.

“Yes, I’m afraid so. I don’t know how I will catch 
food when I get home without my talons. All I wanted 
was to show I am harmless, not scary like they fear, but 
helpful and loving,” the eagle responded.

The snake nodded knowingly. “I too am afraid of 
what others think of me. I am a snake and born to 
inspire fear. But like you I only want to show I care. 
Do not worry, your sacrifice and your pain will not go 
unrecognized. And do not worry, I will help you catch 
your food when you cannot. You have saved us by 
inspiring us and I will not forget it.”

The eagle smiled. She had found a true friend. The 
snake smiled. She, too, had found a true friend. 

Meanwhile, the animals danced through the air and 
the grass of the castle grounds.

“If this is the rest of the world that you talk about, 
it is more magnificent than even you described!” they 
said. But the birds and the insects shook their heads 
and smiled. 

“No, my friends,” the butterfly said. “The real world 
is just beyond the gates. This is just the beginning.”

“No, my friends,” the dragonfly said. “The real 
world is bigger than this. In the real world, you can 
keep walking forever and never reach the end.”

“No, my friends,” the sparrow said, with a sad smile, 
“the real world is all yours for the taking. Outside 
those walls, you will find a world that loves you for 
who you are, not just as a prized zoo animal. You will 
find a world that will make you grow strong again, 
because out there everyone is fed and everyone is 
healthy. You will find a world that lets you speak with-
out fear of being hurt, not one that makes you afraid to 
open your mouth. You will find a world where you live 
for yourself and your own happiness, not the enjoy-
ment of someone else. You will find a world where you 
are truly, truly free.”

And so, finally, those heavy iron gates that had 
stayed closed for centuries creaked open and the light 
came to those who stepped out of the dark. The light 
came to those who were, finally and simply, alive. 

Why I Know Nothing about  
War and Probably Never Will 

Lucy Goodman

When colorful spirals of sky spill over my eyes,
the Boom does not infiltrate my skull;

I don’t hear clanking backpacks, or body-less chunks, or the heavy despair of owning nothing but a fate. 
I hear lights popping across the navy blanket of night, of course.

Silly, If my palm has not been browned with dirt,
there cannot exist a thing called grime.

My heart has never cratered;
my flesh has never gaped.

What, then, is a gun?
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The Legend of  
Zelda’s Jabberwocky
Lina Abdalla

’Twas a slithy and stormy day
The nimble and gimble Link was on his way.
All mimsy were the Hylians,
And in the pine forests they were hiding in.

“Beware Ganondorf, my boy!”
The sword that set’s flames, the laser that shoots!
Beware the danger, my boy
The best is powerful, be cautious,  

or you might lose your foot!”

He took the master sword in hand 
Long time the squallitone foe he sought—
So he rested by the mold covered Guardian 
And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in blarbian thought he stood,
Gannondorf, with a sword of flame,
Came skedaddling through the woods, 
Screaming as though he was in pain.

Hup, Hah! Hup, Hah! On and on
The master sword sang woomph woomph!
He left it dead, hoping for it to soon be gone.
He took its sword for proof,  

lifting it up with an oomph!

“And hast Link slain Ganondorft?
Celebrate with me, my brave boy!
O miracuwondersly day! Hasway! Hoswoy!
He swiggled in his joy.

’Twas a slithy and stormy day 
The nimble and gimble Link was on his way.
All mimsy were the Hylians,
And in the pine forests they were hiding in. 

Love
After “Jabberwocky”

Ashley Nicole Siriban

Slish, slash away, you rat
Return to whence you came
Back to the hole you crawled and bat
And maybe I could do the same

Your horrid screech and nonsense speech
Just leave me be, I beg you please
Unwanted, feeble, bu-thumping leech
A-glurching, groveling on its knees

You stay away, I’m fine alone
Don’t blargh yourself to me
My door is locked, tik-tik, tik-tok
No time to spare, you see?

Got knicknacks, meep-morps, and thingies garou
I have no time to waste on you
So go away, skip a town or two
Or I’ll curse, “Garrawr, Karlack, Kouf-Karoo!”

Don’t need you, I don’t, I promise it’s fine
I’m not a-jealous, hey, you’re out of line
Froping and groping, disgusting displays
As if they’ll never see the light of day

“Unwelcomed I say, you hear me you beast?!”
Your two curves and a point, in that candle-light feast?
LoVe is a traitor with a double-edged knife
It destroyed me, you see, as well as my life
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In the Morning
Kelly Ye

The lone man on the bench,
Hunched over like he is encumbered
With the day’s coming stress. 

The standing man on the right 
Of the bench man,
Still like a pole,
But constantly moving his head,
Watching sideways,
As if looking for the train
Will make it arrive instantly. 

The two men cloaked with the 
Pastel blue, pink, orange, and yellow sky. 
The steel tracks reflecting the heavens 
Mixed with hints of purple and ashy gray. 

The two strange men oblivious
To each other’s business,
Are peacefully present. 
With the sun rising,
And hints of bright orange peaking 

blinding through,
With the day beginning,
And the train coming,
The bench man is stoic,
But frazzled.
The standing man still,
But alert. 

Louisville
(Inspired by “In Defense of Small Towns”  
by Oliver de la Paz)

Sarah Meredith 

Interstate 71 takes me to my father’s home,
where the only light comes from 24 hour fast food signs 
And the moon

Beyond my snow-stained rear view mirror, 
A vast countryside unfolds like linen
Every mile swallows more gas than it should 
And every field perpetuates beyond what my patience can bare,
Inhabited by corn, wheat, and whatever else may grow  

in such bleakness

Teenagers roam a desolate Bardstown road
Weaving in and out of ancient record stores  

and consignment shops,
the smell of used clothing and worn out tennis shoes 
defrost red fingers and numb toes 

Cool Kentucky air flows through ripped coat pockets,
Purchased from the Goodwill on Shelbyville Road,
Worn far past its peak

My grandmother’s house is immaculate- always has been 
Bed sheets folded in cold hospital corners,
And cork-board-coasters previously placed for mandatory use 

Every item has a spot,
and every spot is occupied,
Bare feet skim over stale carpets 
And there she quietly sits, 
Eyes closed in her beige oversized chair. 

Holed up
Jeanne Bransbourg

On a couch
In a house
By the sea
Outside
I don’t know when I’ll see my family again.
I don’t know when I’ll see my friends again.
I don’t know when I’ll see school again.
I don’t know when I’ll see my teachers again.
When I’ll see the glass windows that line the lobby,

the security guards that kick me off the school block,
the teachers that tell me I can’t be in the escalator bank,
the lunch ladies who ask me what I want.
I don’t know. 
Everything is moving so fast, 
out of my control. 
The world is spinning faster and faster and
I don’t know what to do. 
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Becoming a Black Violinist
Glenjanée Robertson

It started out simply as an extracurricular activity to 
keep me busy after school, but it soon became a mas-
sive part of my life. For about a decade, becoming a 
violinist has come with accomplishments and struggles 
that make me who I am today.

I’ve been a part of the Antoinette Koram Violin 
Studio for 13 years. Ms. Koram, better known to me as 
Ms. Toni, is an African-American teacher who started 
her own violin studio in my elementary school in 
Brownsville, New York. I was forced to join the pro-
gram because my mother didn’t appreciate that her 
four-year-old daughter was sitting in her classroom with 
nothing to do. The program was filled with kindergar-
teners who had violins made of cereal boxes and rulers 
with no idea what to do when it came time to play the 
actual stringed instrument. When I finally got around 
to playing the real thing, I started to realize just how 
frustrated I could get. Learning to play the violin came 
with pools full of tears because my teacher wanted me 
to express myself through movement and volume, but I 
found myself heading towards perfection instead. When 
I didn’t play with enough passion, my teacher would 
yell at me encouragingly, which I took as punishment. 
However, playing the violin started to grow on me, and 
at a young age, I decided to make a career out of it.

By the sixth grade, I had my mind set on going to 
the performing arts school LaGuardia High School, 
but as I went through middle school my confidence 
decreased. By the time my audition came around in 

October of eighth grade, I was riddled with anxiety 
and I was sure I wouldn’t get in. I sat in the hallways 
where about five children were waiting to be called  
in individually. Tears were about to flow out of my 
face. Holding them back and summoning my pride,  
I walked in the practice room and auditioned in front 
of two teachers. I remember the audition process so 
clearly; I played about halfway through my piece, 
sight-read a short piece, sang a melody and tapped out 
another with a pencil. Once I was done , all I could do 
was wait until March to get the letter for high school. 
When I opened my letter, the first school I saw was 
Edward Murrow, which was my top choice, but when 
I looked again I saw that I got into LaGuardia for 
Instrumental. All the heads in my small middle school 
turned in my direction as I screamed in the hallway 
because I was the only one from my middle school that 
year to get in. 

I am now a senior at the top public high school for 
the arts, and I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for the end-
less struggles that came with learning to play the vio-
lin. The violin makes me who I am today; from a small 
kindergarten classroom with a cereal box in my hand 
to a high school orchestra room filled with students 
just like me. Playing the violin has helped me to open 
up more and develop a love for an instrument that 
sings sweet, beautiful, and mellow melodies. I’m grate-
ful to have this talent and I know that it will take me 
on a surprising adventure for the rest of my life.
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My Love-Hate Relationship with Japan
Emiri Mogami

Part I: Thoughts from Overseas

Beginning senior year, in creative writing I wanted to 
write meaningful pieces during the free-write-Fridays. 
Writing about James Bond and Mr. Robot quickly 
became tiresome, so I ranted about Japan through 
scribbles on my notebook. My lists were filled with 
anguish against my home country, just like when I 
would downgrade Japan whenever someone asked 
what it was like to live there. As I wrote each week, I 
began to question myself; where does this hate come 
from, since overall I am proud of my heritage?

I want to trace back to my childhood in Japan to 
recognize the factors that contributed to my negative 
perspective. As a child, I frequently traveled to Brazil 
to visit our relatives, and we always stopped by New 
York. Compared to Japan, this city felt surreal with 
its flashing lights and how everyone was more “free”. 
New York was a relief compared to the expectations I 
faced in elementary school that forced me to conform 
to society. Besides not being allowed to wear jewelry, 
paint our nails, or “stand out”, I struggled with Japan’s 
restrictive school system, with its high rates of bully-
ing and clique culture, as I faced bullying in 2nd grade. 
After my parents’ divorce, spending 4th grade in Japan, 
Brazil, then the U.S. greatly influenced my worldview. 
Brazil welcomed me with such kindness and warmth 
in contrast to the loneliness I felt in Osaka, and being 
exposed to such freedom and diversity in New York 
made me upset about the childhood I had in Japan. 
Six years passed without me revisiting my birthplace, 
and I did miss Japan as these negative feelings mostly 
remained subconscious. But when curious classmates 
asked about what life was like in Japan, I found myself 
telling them how the schools were terrible, and I con-
tinued to hold these grudges going into high school.

This perhaps began changing last September when 
Naoki Kobayashi, a Japanese dancer and actor, vis-
ited New York to promote his new movie. After he 
announced he was teaching a dance class, I signed 
up for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Following 
class, he stated that while we are in the U.S., he wanted 
to conduct the event in Japanese to honor where he 
came from. That really struck me, as it was extremely 
inspiring that after working so hard and achieving a 
huge accomplishment, he wanted to first pay respect to 

his roots. Getting to interact with Kobayashi made me 
immensely proud of being Japanese at that moment.

Besides Japan’s conformist culture, I was always dis-
appointed with their lack of support for the LGBTQ+ 
community. Residing in such a diverse city made me 
passionate about representation of minorities in media, 
and Japan’s scarcity of media featuring queer charac-
ters made me believe their society was not supportive 
of LGBTQ+ individuals. However, this changed when 
my mother introduced me to “Ossan’s Love”, a family-
friendly Japanese TV show featuring middle-aged gay 
businessmen. The show showed the struggles of living 
as a queer individual in Japan and also normalized their 
existence. I was amazed to discover that the show was 
such a huge hit in Japan that they earned a second sea-
son and a movie. While queer women of color are still 
underrepresented, their recent boom of gay representa-
tion in media is a huge step towards becoming a more 
progressive society. The government is yet to incite 
change, but they give me hope that the people are more 
open to those that are different. When I met friends in 
Japan this January, I asked if their schools were against 
students being gay. My friend who attends an all-girls 
school casually replied that there are lesbians in her 
school, which surprised me. It was reassuring to know 
that outside my exposure to Japanese media in New 
York, people actually living in Japan were accepting.

Part II: Curiosity and Confusion at Home

In New York, I made assumptions from the limited 
viewing I had of Japanese news and media, but I felt 
different when I actually visited. Despite my shifting 
views on Japan, I always enjoyed revisiting Osaka as 
I got to buy Japanese stationery, eat Japanese food, 
and reunite with old friends. But in between the fun, I 
always felt like I did not fit in. I always feel out of place 
when I take a moment to look at the serene cityscape, 
as I contemplate how different my life would have 
been if I stayed. I feel longing when I look at carefree 
Japanese girls, much different than the stressed teenag-
ers in New York. Living in the U.S. has allowed me to 
express myself more freely and be aware of the world, 
but I sometimes feel jealous of the comfort of being 
naive in Japan. Before, I felt bitter about this feeling, as 
I was confused on why I longed for this country that 
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had so many flaws. But this year I embraced this long-
ing, as I knew deep down I love and miss my home.

One thing I have always missed about Japan is its 
trains; clean and eerily silent, it runs above ground 
which allows me to analyze my surroundings. My gaze 
switches back and forth as I attempt to scrutinize each 
flashing glimmer in the night. My mother, my sister 
Karen, and I would hold bags stuffed with Japanese 
snacks and bento boxes from shopping all day. The local 
trains’ green velvet seats make me sleepier, but as the 
weird, nostalgic feeling washes over me I force myself to 
stay awake to absorb the familiar nightscape of Osaka. 
It’s a completely different view when I ride the bullet 
train to the airport. After eating eki-ben (bento boxes 
for trains) and sharing photos with each other from the 
trip, I lean on the window and admire the rice fields and 
green mountains. While I feel sad about leaving, I felt 
proud and bittersweet about Japan’s calm and peaceful 
landscapes. Especially this year, I left with a new mind-

set and love for my home; I used to feel gloom about the 
adolescence I lost here, but now I felt curiosity for what 
my life could look like with Japan in the future.

Currently, I am still deepening my understanding 
towards Japan as I engage with Japanese media and 
reconnect with my Japanese friends. I learned that you 
can still be proud of your country while knowing its 
flaws. Rather than resenting where I come from to make 
sense of my complicated childhood, I now have faith 
in Japan to keep growing towards a better society. If I 
truly did not believe in Japan, I would not have felt that 
longing every time I look out the train window. Would 
I live there again? I used to say never, but now I am not 
sure. Japan is full of practical benefits like convenience 
stores and delicious food, but then they still have many 
hidden social issues. But now I know that any country 
has imperfections, and that my love for Japan is stronger 
than my preconceived dislike against it. Home is not per-
fect for anybody—but there is truly no place like home.
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Nessie the Curator
Abby Chen Rose

Legend has it that deep in the Scottish Highlands 
resides a friendly dinosaur whose name is Nessie. 
That’s not what she was originally named, but she was 
met with confusion each time she tried to introduce 
herself to people. The humans would frown in their 
typical bewildered way before returning to whatever 
human things they did, having long given up on trying 
to mimic dinosaur noises.

In the eons of solitude that followed the extinc-
tion of most dinosaurs (Nessie has cousins in Lake 
Okanagan whom she corresponds with regularly via 
email and smoke signals, so she’s by no means entirely 
alone), Nessie subsisted on mindfulness meditation 
and art curation. Her home, a deep cave at the bot-
tom of the loch, contained many of her favorite pieces, 
deposited over time by friendly humans. They would 
bring Nessie all sorts of gifts, such as discarded pot-
tery, car tires, old bikes, and caravans. 

“I donnae know what these are or why they keep 
giving them tae me, but I’m grateful!” Nessie mused 
as she hauled half a caravan down to the depths of the 
loch. Over time Nessie learned how to transform the 
‘gifts’ she received from humans she had never met 
into great works of art that she displayed proudly upon 
her watery front lawn (it was actually the entrance 
to an underwater cave). Her favorite works included 
an impression of Michaelangelo’s David, constructed 
entirely out of shells and discarded soda cans. 

Occasionally the odd human would venture to the 
bottom of the loch, but the response that Nessie usu-
ally got upon revealing herself was a high-pitched 
scream, muffled by the water and then followed by 
their frantic exit to the surface. Looking at her reflec-
tion in the water, Nessie wondered what was so fright-
ening about her.

One evening, Nessie was awoken by the jarring 
sounds of bagpipes and tap dancing from above the 
waves. She was trying to get some sleep but decided to 
investigate the source of the music. Peeking her head 
out of the water, she called out to the group of fes-
tive party-goers decked out in kilts, “I’m trying tae get 
some sleep ‘ere, will ya keep it doon a little?”

The music abruptly stopped as one of the bagpipe 
players fainted in the arms of another. “Is that Nessie?” 

called a man who stepped forth to investigate the 
strange creature before him.

“Who’s Nessie?” asked the Loch Ness Monster, who 
as I mentioned before did not refer to herself as Nessie. 
I wouldn’t be able to type out her name if I tried since 
it transcends human orthography.

“That’s you! The Loch Ness Monster!”
Nessie was taken aback by this point, defensively 

placing a flipper on her chest as she retreated a few 
meters into the loch. “Excuse you! I’m a dinosaur, nae 
some monster!” She tried to stifle her tears to no avail. 
“WAAAAA!!”

Nessie’s wails were like a shockwave, blowing the 
hats off some men on the shore. Thankfully, it was 
relatively brief and she dissolved into quiet (well, quiet 
for a dinosaur) sobs.

One intrepid party-goer tentatively stepped forth 
to address Nessie. “Hey now, it’s okay. The people of 
Scotland love you! Everybody who knows of you loves 
you! The title is misleading—you’re nae a monster, 
you’re a national treasure. Nessie, named after this 
here loch you call your home!”

“I am?” Nessie asked between sniffles.
“Aye, you are!”
“Does anyone wanna get some diving gear tae 

see my art gallery? I’ve worked so very hard on it!” 
Her voice was quiet and hopeful as she searched the 
expressions of the bewildered crowd. A few volun-
teered, so Nessie let out a relieved sigh that caused kilts 
to fly up and their wearers to desperately hold onto the 
nearest table for fear of being blown away!

“Oh, sorry!” exclaimed Nessie as her flippers shot 
up to cover her mouth, and who might have blushed 
red with embarrassment if she was human. “I like the 
name Nessie.”

A while later, a group returned, donning scuba-
diving gear and beaming smiles. “Let’s get tae it, shall 
we?” a vibrant, redheaded woman called out as she 
waded into the icy water of the loch.

Never again did Nessie feel lonely, since she had a 
cult following of art enthusiasts (or cryptid enthusi-
asts) that would always come to pay her a visit.
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Childhood in a Park
Jeanne Bransbourg

Childrens’ feet pounding on the rubber floor
A rubber floor that smells like dirt and heat
The heat leaves us all sweating,
Hair against the back of my neck, sticking

My hands, calloused and red
Red from gripping the monkey bars tightly
The monkey bars smell of pennies;
My hands smell of pennies

The children run through the jungle gym
The swings, the rubber tire, the water that sprays
Taking turns going through the water, soaking
Soaking up the sun, the joy, being young.

Observations Outside  
of My Brooklyn Window

Delia Mandik

On normal Friday afternoons, golden light seeps 
through my bedroom window at low angles through 
leafy green trees and horizontal plastic shades, making 
a striped pattern on the floor. Through the plastic slats, 
I can see my neighborhood, Midwood, Brooklyn, where 
urban meshes into the suburban. The metal clank of 
the Q train rolls in with screeching breaks, pulling up 
to Avenue H, which, on normal Friday afternoons, 
would usually dispense floods of people onto the 
sidewalks. Rob could usually be spotted on his rock-
ing chair outside the station (because for some reason 
or another, there are four old-timey wooden rocking 
chairs nailed to the cement right out front of the train 
station), with the radio blasting, greeting commuters 
with homely grins and small talk. If I open my win-
dow, smells of pizza and Chinese food would waft in, 
making my stomach grumble. The deli across from the 
station would have clusters of middle-schoolers stand-
ing outside chatting about the latest dramas: “she slept 
with who?!” The block that my window looks out on 
is a dead end, with only the occasional UPS or garbage 
truck on the streets, so on Fridays, when 3pm strikes, 
the block floods with little kids on scooters; chalk draw-

ings; and kickball games. My window, still cracked, lets 
in sounds of melodic Jewish hymns from the synagogue 
next door. The sounds and smells fill my room as I fin-
ish my Delta Math or space out and doodle in the mar-
gins of my English notebook.

This Friday, however, is not normal. The Q train 
rolls in with hours in between the last. I can see the 
look of fear from Rob’s eyes, wearing the mask that 
an officer gave him. The pizzeria and the Chinese 
restaurant have their metal planks up and the ‘open’ 
sign flipped to ‘closed.’ The synagogue is silent. Rob’s 
radio is no longer blasting the top 100 countdown or 
the 80’s night special on 106.7, but has the news sta-
tion perpetually rambling facts that may not actually 
be facts at all. Despite stagnation of the people, the 
cherry blossoms have flourished; the gardens in peo-
ples’ lawns blaze bright with red roses and sunflowers. 
Occasionally, a black cat will be spotted snoozing in 
the front lawn or chasing its tail. If I crack my window, 
I hear a chorus of birds chirping and a calm breeze 
rustling the trees. Every time I look out of my bed-
room window, I wonder, how can so much beauty live 
in a world with so much suffering?
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Love
Geneva Foster-Narvaez

Love is a feeling in your chest, in your stomach, in 
your heart, within your soul.

It travels from the top of your head, down your neck, 
climbing down the indents in your spine, bursting 
through your chest, making it hard to breath, 
bouncing off your heart with every beat, swimming 
through the acid in your stomach, but somehow 
managing to survive, tingling through your groin, 
making you weak in the knees, and ending at your 
feet. It becomes so hard to walk when it’s around you.

It does not wait for you to understand why  
or how it’s happening.

It just comes like the sun in the morning  
or the moon in the night.

It just washes over you like water waves in the ocean.
You can breathe it in, it’s a breath of fresh air,  

it is giving you life.
Love is a thought in your mind.
It fills your heart up with these sweet notions  

making it so hard to think sometimes.
It confuses you, knocks off your balance, blocks off 

your common sense.
It makes everything seem so right when everything  

is actually so wrong.
Love, it has the power to do that.
But sometimes that love in your body and that love 

in your mind start to collide; they are no longer 
synchronized, and that’s when love becomes 
dangerous.

It becomes menacing.
You fear your vulnerability because you know that if 

you let yourself go and fall into the abyss of your 
partner’s soul you may never get back up again.

You fear that you may never again see the light in 
yourself because all you can focus on is the fire in 
his eyes and it becomes so hard to decide if he’s 
trying to make bright the beauty in you or  
just burn your own.

Love becomes so scary when you can’t figure out  
how to stop loving them.

Everything they do is so hypnotizing.
How did they manage to master this technique  

of black art?

Casting spells over me so effortlessly.
Abracadabra, their hands are like magic wands and 

with a simple touch I melt like candle wax.
Abracadabra, the witch doctor is here in my time of 

need, declaring their prophecy that everything  
will be alright.

Abracadabra, the sparkle in their eyes is intoxicating, 
I’m levitating by just a simple stare.

And I find myself lost in you.
This kind of love can be so beautiful.
But what nobody seems to tell you about love is that 

when you love someone you must also love yourself 
ten times harder.

Because it can become so easy for a home to  
turn to hell.

It can become so easy to mistake a devil for a god.
And all those thoughts of love turn into thoughts  

of confusion.
And instead of me questioning why it’s becoming  

so painful to be with you,
I find that I’m beginning to question myself.
Am I not good enough?
Is there someone else?
Making excuses like,
maybe I’m just too hard to love,
maybe I’m just doing too much,
maybe they’re just having a bad day.
But when days turn into weeks and weeks  

turn into months,
there comes a new question.
Is this love really worth it?
People tell you even when love gets hard,  

you still must fight for it,
but when I’m the only one fighting,
again I ask myself, is this love really worth it?
Yesterday I was told to think about what healing 

meant to me.
And it occurred to me that the first thing that came  

to mind is that healing takes time.
But how do I give myself time when I’m constantly 

bouncing from lover to lover faster than the speed 
of light?

It’s not healthy, I know.
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And about 8 months ago I finally had the courage  
to confront my cycle of self-destruction and  
put it to rest.

I finally had the courage to confront this hollowness 
that I felt in the middle of my chest, and I began to 
fill it up with something that would last forever.

My own self-love.
Whatever I had given away to previous lovers,  

I didn’t want it anymore; it’s theirs to keep.
I’m conjuring up this new type of love.
About 8 months ago is when I started over  

with a new lover.
When I started over with myself.
I forgave myself for falling victim to manipulation.

I forgave myself for ignoring my gut feelings  
and ignoring all the signs.

I forgave myself for all my wrongdoings because  
even I know I’m not perfect.

It’s not easy learning how to love yourself because 
judgment is like second nature to us.

And I know it’ll take time for me to heal because I 
didn’t give myself enough of it.

But like a flower, I know I will bloom into something 
bright and beautiful.

And when that time comes, I know I’ll be ready to 
share my love so freely without any doubt that I’ll be 
losing a part of myself.

Trust me when I say, I’m starting to love it here.

The View from My Window
Faye Arranz

When I look out my window, I think about how sum-
mer is going to be. I hear kids screaming, having 
fun. They play together, ride together, and, when the 
weather gets really hot, they bring out the hose. Then I 
think about my summer. No job and no friends, since 
they all left the city back in March. So I’m stuck at my 
home, looking out my window.

First, I see my mother’s garden. A crazy mass of 
green and color that still somehow has order. I think 
about how wonderful my mother is, and how none of 
my neighbor’s backyards can compare to ours.

Then I look a little higher and I see the apartment 
windows that face me. Six floors, five windows across, 
and each floor has a fire escape.

I can’t see the first floor, my back fence covers the 
windows, and I wonder whether they get enough light 
during the day.

Then I look at the second floor. These windows are 
almost completely covered by my neighbor’s tree, but 
I do see two of the windows on the far left. I see some-
one watching TV sometimes.

Then I look at the third floor. Their curtains are 
drawn closed.

Then I look at the fourth floor. I see a red chair on 
the fire escape, propping the window open. A woman 
comes out—she has long dark hair, a computer on her 
lap—talking on the phone. She speaks Spanish. She is 
talking to people, telling them what their number is for 
a pick-up. “Noventa cuatro”; “Cincuenta seis.” Other 
days, she is crying. Telling someone on the phone, “I 
don’t know why I love you, I just do!” “I go to therapy 
because of you.” “When you said you needed space, 
I didn’t think you meant this.” So loud. She never 
understands how loud she actually is.

Then I look at the fifth floor. There is a Christmas 
decoration on the fire escape. Barely hanging on. I 
haven’t seen the lights turn on since April.

Then I look at the sixth floor. There’s a terrace where 
three young adults eat dinner, sometimes talking.

Then I look a little higher and wonder: how did the 
sky get so clear?
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Riverdale
Luke Alfasso

I walk home to my apartment in Riverdale,
Near the intersection of the borough sections.
I look outside and gather my recollections

As I sit upon my balcony,
And gaze into the ether.
I see a whole myriad of features.

To my right is a creek
Splitting Bronx and Manhattan,
The water flowing like fine satin.

Continue onwards.
Columbia’s football field arises,
Where players compete for many prizes

How could I complain,
As they hooray and cheer,
Even though I can hear from  

all the way over here

Follow the creek to the Hudson River.
In come to view the Palisades,
Where I oft biked in my summer days.

Ah, those beautiful evergreens.
The smell of the trees and sea breeze
Sure do put my mind at ease.

My balcony shows many views
from trees and rivers to fields and football.
These sights that I do peruse,
Fill me with a certain call.

eight twenty eight pm
Maggie Ma

i recently learned to enjoy
the art in curtain opening.
it lets light brighten up my room
and brings me peace looking outside.

sometimes from up here it feels like
i’m looking down from a treehouse,
far away from society,
floating in my own peace of mind.

but the best time to look out is
at eight twenty eight pm,
when the sky melts with warm, rich tones,
like a view through rose-tinted frames.

the soft zephyr passes the screens.
the sunlight upon my dry skin.
the sound of mirthful robin chirps,
and the scent of lavender reeds.

everything glows differently
in this next six-to-twelve minutes.
leaves gleam like no other hour,
and homes never looked more homely.

sometimes, eight twenty eight pm
is overwhelmingly wondrous;
so much so to make me question
if this moment is truly real.

this golden hour never fails
to bring out the mellow in me,
to subtly remind me that
everything beautiful must go.
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Observing a Bird  
in Early Morning
Lola Simon

The sun rose and cast streams of ochre light
onto my bedroom floor.
I hadn’t slept that night—
Too busy contemplating existence,
the future, the invention of the wheel.

I noticed a bird
perched carefully upon my wooden windowsill
It was dusty black, ruffled feathers, bent beak the shade of tangerine
It stared upwards, watching the sky transform with the morning,
deep blue dripping away.

It turned towards me and caught my eye,
Cocking his head to the right as if to say:
Look at us. Look at this day. Look at all that’s still left to see.

Far off, a faint crash cut through the silence.
Then, a flutter of wings, a blur, pressing towards the horizon,
onwards, towards whatever exists
beyond here.

This Isn’t a Story
Tucker Smith

The time is 1:15 a.m. on Saturday, June 6th. Even in a 
quiet neighborhood like mine, there is still chaos flood-
ing my street. I had tried to ignore it as the night went 
on, and find peace in my sanctuary. But like a sea of 
rolling thunder, the sound of the impact filled me with 
shock and dread. POW! POW! I rushed to my window 
and was blinded by a sea of red and blue, so distract-
ing and disorienting you couldn’t tell the difference 
between the chants and the screams down below.

My eyes finally adjusting to the lights, I saw a crowd 
of people protesting, and cops fighting back with a 
force so strong and unnecessary it was just cruel. Just 
under the deafening sound of gunshots, you could hear 
a voice on the loudspeaker from the police station on 
the corner: “YOU ARE ALL BREAKING CURFEW! 
RETURN HOME IMMEDIATELY OR YOU WILL 
BE ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT! 
COOPERATE OR WE WILL USE NECESSARY 
FORCE!”

The irony of the situation was that these people had 
no choice in the matter, despite what the broadcast had 
told them. Just ahead past the protest, the streets were 
barricaded with police vehicles. These people couldn’t 
leave if they wanted to—they were trapped. If they 
were lucky, they would just be arrested and held in the 
station until morning. But even the rubber bullets they 
were using were causing so much damage and fear, 
the odds of coming out unscathed were close to none. 
Down below I noticed some local residents watching 
through the front doors, not trying to help the protest-
ers or letting them inside to escape the slaughter.

I could only watch in horror myself from the fifth-
floor window. Unable to help, but forced to watch. 
And the worst part is: This isn’t a story, this actually 
happened. Today the street is closed off but if you look 
down below you can still see bloodstains on the pave-
ment. And the cops, standing vigilantly, not even bat-
ting an eye towards what was left of the carnage.
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The Young Fairy and the Gal
Vanessa Camacho

It has always been different for the young fairy. Her 
identity is something she has always struggled with. The 
amount of times she had to hide her wings is too many 
to count. There are only a few of them in the world, so it 
makes her sad that she can’t share how special she really 
is. She goes to school, does her after school job of drop-
ping off happy-dust all over town from sunset to sunrise 
and then eats a huge bowl of pasta after flying for 3 
hours. Her tiny retired fairy parents are as proud as they 
can be of her. She is their pride and joy. Everyday she 
flies to school, puts away her wings and walks in as if 
she is just a regular…human.

There is this one gal in her 2nd period class named 
Tina. If you didn’t know her you’d think she is as ordi-
nary as a human can be, but on the inside she is one of 
a kind. She wakes up and has the wisest mind, as well 
as the cutest smile. She goes to school, works at Trader 
Joe’s after school, and eats Panera’s broccoli cheddar 
soup for dinner. The young fairy fell for this gal, know-
ing she was human, someone who wouldn’t understand 
the duties that come with being a young fairy.

The young fairy would fly above New York City, 
dropping the happy-dust equally among all boroughs 
and towns. After she has made her rounds, she would 
circle back to Manhattan, Chelsea in particular, and 
sprinkle extra dust over Tina’s apartment building. 
The young fairy and Tina soon started to slowly fall in 
love, learning everything about each other.

The time came for the young fairy to share her 
secret with Tina. One night, after sunset, the young 
fairy took Tina on a date. When the young fairy came 
to meet Tina, she came with her wings fully out. They 

were two times the size of the young fairy’s body and 
they glistened with golden shimmer. Tina was in awe, 
and accepted the fairy for all that she was. With every 
choice comes consequence, and the young fairy has 
one in store.

The Head Fairy of Fairyland heard that the young 
fairy has exposed her true self to her human com-
panion. The Head Fairy gives the young fairy an ulti-
matum: The young fairy must either restore Tina’s 
memory to before they fell in love, or the young fairy 
must give up her abilities altogether. The Head Fairy 
says to the young fairy, “love comes as love comes, but 
one must take their love’s true form.”

The young fairy talks to Tina and they cry together, 
for Tina does not want to be the reason the young fairy 
loses her abilities. They decide that it is best to let their 
love go, so the young fairy may continue to spread 
happiness throughout the nights for the rest of her 
workin-fairy life. The young fairy flies to Fairyland to 
tell the Head Fairy her decision. The Head Fairy says, 
“What a brave choice you have made. I can see Tina 
loves you enough to let you continue to be a fairy. For 
that, I will grant you an even greater gift.” Instantly, 
the young and confused fairy is transported back to 
Earth where she is greeted by Tina, who now has fairy 
wings that are large and bright, with silver metallic 
glistening from every vein of her wing.

The young fairy and Tina thank the Head Fairy for 
having the heart to break the rules that have been put 
in place for centuries. The young fairy and her gal Tina 
fly up to the moon, where they live happily ever after.

The end.
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The Princess and the Misjudged Creatures
Fiona Jacobson-Yang

Once there was a young Princess raised by her single 
mother, The Queen, in a giant castle. The Queen had 
the power of healing, and because of this, the land was 
peaceful and The Queen’s reign brought prosperity 
to the kingdom. Then one day on a stormy night, the 
winds blew so hard that The Queen ran to shut the bal-
cony door. As she reached the balcony, a long, serpen-
tine dragon the size of a ship swooped in, with wings 
folding and flapping, and stole The Queen, carrying her 
away. The Princess saw enough to see the dragon head-
ing towards the volcanic mountains, its home.

The princess was shocked and scared and did not 
know who to turn to, so she cried until a little crow came 
to her window and squaked, “I can help you watch over 
your kingdom while you get The Queen back safely”, but 
the Princess knew better than to trust a crow.

Then a snake slithering in the grass below the 
courtyard came to her and declared, “I can help you 
watch over your kingdom while you get The Queen 
back safely”, but the Princess knew better than to trust 
a snake.

Soon a nimble fox came up to the Princess, and 
whispered, “I can help you watch over your kingdom 
while you get The Queen back safely”, but the Princess 
knew better than to trust a fox.

Then the princess decided she was smarter and 
braver than that, and she wouldn’t shy away from help 
without hearing the shady animals’ advice first. The 
crow said, “you may think I mean death and unlucki-
ness, but I can teach you intelligence”, and with that, 
the Princess turned into a crow and spent the day 
learning the wise, foraging ways of the dark bird to 
teach her how to keep her territory.

The Princess returned the next day as human, but 
the snake said to her, “you may think I mean betrayal 
and sneakiness, but I can teach you rebirth and 
change”, and with that, the Princess spent the second 
day as a snake, shedding her skin and adapting to 
changes, as all good kingdoms should accept change.

When the Princess at last returned human again 
on the third day, the fox said, “you may think I mean 
shiftiness and being sly but I can teach you cleverness”, 
and with that, the Princess turned into a fox and spent 
the day learning the sneaky cleverness often used in 
politics, which any good ruler should know.

The Princess realized her kingdom would be in 
good hands with the misjudged creatures who knew 
more than they let on. So she grabbed two swords and 
a few fighting knives and was on her way, but before 
she left, the creatures each gave her gifts: the crow gave 
her the gift of calling for help, the snake gave her the 
gift of swift movement, and the fox gave her the gift of 
having the high ground. The Princess began her trek to 
the volcanic mountains to save her mother.

The mountains were tall and dark and rugged, with 
lava spilling down the sides. The Princess took a deep 
breath, and knew the misjudged creatures would help 
her. Using the fox’s gift of having the high ground, the 
Princess nimbly hopped her way towards the top of the 
tallest mountain, where the dragon was likely hiding 
her mother. Lava spilled down so suddenly, that she 
used the snake’s gift of swift movement to dodge the 
line of molten rock. Soon, there was nowhere to move 
because all the rock had been covered by the slowly 
dripping lava. So she used the crow’s gift of calling for 
help and a murder of crows flew into the air and grab-
bing her by her clothes delicately, they flew her the rest 
of the way to the top of the volcano.

The Princess reached for her sword when she saw 
her mother, The Queen, tending to the once-fierce 
dragon’s wound on its scaled belly. The dragon roared 
in agony as The Queen used her magic healing and 
sewed up the wound with only her mind and a swift 
movement of her hands. That was when the Princess 
realized she was facing the most misjudged creature of 
them all, and while she thought the dragon meant evil, 
it really meant protection and power.

When the dragon was healed, the creature was so 
grateful that she flew The Queen and the Princess back 
home to their castle and bestowed upon the Princess a 
final gift from the misjudged creatures of the kingdom: 
the gift of fearlessness, so when the Princess was one 
day queen, she would not be afraid of the responsibil-
ity. The Princess beamed at the dragon as it took off, 
and the crow, snake, and fox as they made their best 
attempt at a bow, figuring out that the true gift she was 
given was the gift of empathy, because the Princess 
would from now on understand the feelings of others 
instead of judging them.
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Gene Luen Yang Research Paper
Henry Mei

In a media landscape starved of meaningful and 
accurate representation, Gene Luen Yang’s thought-
ful inclusion of social issues affecting Asian Americans 
in his work is a breath of fresh air. His 2006 graphic 
novel American Born Chinese consists of three initially 
separate character arcs depicting the experiences of the 
Monkey King, Jin Wang, and Chin-Kee. After being 
denied entry to a party in heaven for being a monkey, 
the Monkey King arrogantly takes on another form and 
becomes the Great Sage. His arrogance gets him buried 
under a mountain of rocks, where he is stuck for five 
hundred years. He is only free when he embraces his 
true form as a monkey. Jin Wang is an ABC (American 
Born Chinese) student who just moved to the suburbs. 
He is forced to confront many challenges including 
stereotyping, bullying, racism and the externalization of 
self-hatred onto his Taiwanese born friend Wei-Chen. 
Chin-Kee is the extremely embarrassing and stereotypi-
cal cousin of Danny, a blonde white boy who is in-turn 
deeply ashamed of his cousin.

Gene Luen Yang explores the many stereotypes 
used against Asian Americans through the character 
Chin-Kee. Chin-Kee (get it?) is quite possibly the most 
outrageous personification of a stereotypical Asian in 
existence. At lunch one day, he asks “Would cousin 
Da-nee rike to tly Chin-Kee’s clispy flied cat gizzards 
wiff noodle?” (Yang, American Born Chinese 114). The 
stereotypical comments and behavior of Chin-Kee dur-
ing his stay in the United States torments Danny, as he 
is a constant source of embarrassment in front of his 
classmates. He is very much “The predominant image 
of the slit-eyed, pig-tailed, and buck toothed ‘Heathen 
Chinee’ that originated from the nineteenth-century 
cartoon culture” (Fu 1). Danny does everything he can 
to distance himself from this stereotypical image of a 
character, much like Jin Wang does with Wei-Chen.

Perhaps the most important lesson that can be 
learned from American Born Chinese is that racism 
is often internalized by the very people it hurts. As a 
result, bias and discrimination become self-perpetu-
ated, leading to the very widespread problem of rac-

ism amongst Asians. In American Born Chinese, this 
is depicted through multiple interactions between 
Jin Wang (American born) and Wei-Chen Sun 
(Taiwanese born). When Wei-Chen asks Jin a question 
in Chinese, he responds “You’re in America. Speak 
English” (Yang, American Born Chinese 37). When 
Wei-Chen tells Jin about dating expectations in his 
home country, he responds “This isn’t Taiwan, you 
doof! Stop acting like such an F.O.B.” (Yang, American 
Born Chinese 89). These are prime examples of how 
one’s self-hatred is often projected onto the people 
around them.

People of mistreated minorities usually feel the 
need to take out their own insecurities on other people 
of the same community. This phenomenon is far 
from exclusive to Asian Americans; another minor-
ity where this issue is prevalent is the LGBT+ com-
munity. Queer people often feel the need to put down 
other queer people to make themselves feel superior. 
Natalie Wynn, creator of the leftist and theatrical 
ContraPoints Youtube channel, has made several 
videos about the belittlement of nonbinary and gen-
der queer identities by trans-medicalist transexuals. 
In the video “Transtrenders,” Natalie plays Tiffany 
Tumbles, a self-loathing right-wing transexual that 
seemingly represents the real life YouTuber Blaire 
White. Tiffany Tumbles goes on a talk show where she 
mocks Baltimore Maryland, a nonbinary character. 
Another character named Justine calls her out after-
wards by saying, “Tiffany there is nothing more sad 
and pathetic and desperate and low in this world than 
a tran who thinks she’s better than other trans. It’s like 
a drunk feeling superior to a junkie” (“Transtrenders,” 
00:15:20–00:15:33). A self-loathing Tiffany belittles 
Baltimore for expressing their gender-noncomforming 
identity because she feels the need to pander to a trans-
phobic audience for validation. An insecure Jin Wang 
insults Wei-Chen for speaking Chinese and expressing 
views from his home country because Jin Wang feels 
the need to assimilate to a racist, white majority.

Even when he attempts to assimilate, he cannot gain 
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the acceptance of his white classmates. For instance, 
Jin Wang decides to perm his hair so that he can get 
the attention of his white crush Amelia. Yet another 
classmate tells him to not ask Amelia out again, the 
reason being, “She has to start paying attention to who 
she hangs out with” (Yang, American Born Chinese 
179). In “Transtrenders”, Baltimore asks Tiffany “Do 
you think you can purchase acceptance through con-
formity? Because that is not freedom Tiffany Tumbles. 
That is simply adding another cell to the prison” 
(“Transtrenders,” 00:05:04–00:05:16). Of course, Jin 
Wang cannot win the acceptance of his white class-
mates even through assimilating, thus he is setting 
himself for failure by doing so.

The three character arcs all come together towards 
the end of the graphic novel, when it is revealed that 
Danny is actually Jin Wang transformed into his white 
alterego. Chin-Kee is actually the Monkey King, and 
Wei-Chen is his son, sent to serve humans on Earth 
for forty years. After Jin Wang treats Wei-Chen hor-
ribly, he no longer wants to serve his original duty as 
he finds “humans to be petty, soulless creatures” (Yang, 
American Born Chinese 219). In response to his son’s 
disheartenment, the Monkey King comes to Earth to 
guide “Danny” to be his true self. When he tells Jin 
Wang, “I would have saved myself from five hundred 
years’ imprisonment beneath a mountain of rock had 
I only realized how good it is to be a monkey” (Yang, 
American Born Chinese 223), he is actually telling Jin 
Wang that he could save himself from a lifetime’s 
worth of pain and self-loathing if he stops trying to 
please the ignorant majority around him. Rather, true 
happiness and confidence is only gained when one 
learns to lift themselves up, not by tearing others down.

The love and passion Gene Luen Yang has for com-
ics and graphic novels is obvious and encouraging. 
Having become interested in comics at a very young 
age, he “began making comics and graphic novels 
in the fifth grade” (Yang, “About”). In addition to 
American Born Chinese, he has also authored Boxers & 
Saints and worked on the Avatar: The Last Airbender 
comic book series. Gene Luen Yang puts issues affect-
ing the Asian American community on full display, 
making his writing important for the progress of Asian 
Americans in the United States. Since the 2006 release 
of American Born Chinese, strides have been made in 
the advancement of Asian representation in American 
media. Crazy Rich Asians, Fresh Off the Boat and 
Awkwafina is Nora From Queens are just a few exam-
ples of American film and television with fantastic 
Asian representation. The long held standard of white 
dominance is slowly being torn down, a result of the 
enormous time and effort many creators of color put 
into their work.
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A Little Old Gazebo
Tamar Gayle

When I look out my window, there is a little old 
gazebo, abandoned in a backyard, waiting next to 
spare planks and surrounded by dying grass, slowly 
aging under heavy rain and pollution from cars. When 
I imagine its story, sometimes I think of an elderly 
man and his beloved long passed away. I imagine how 
he would tell his children and their children about the 
little gazebo, a distant look in his foggy eyes. I think of 
how he reminisced about how he met his love under 
that same gazebo. Hiding from the storms above, hop-
ing to wait until it had gotten lighter. His hair slicked 
back and jacket soaked, running for cover under the 
same gazebo, not noticing the young lady until he 
was already shielded by the overhead torrents. They 
caught gazes and stared. The gazebo barely big enough 
to cover both of them is where he shakily introduced 

himself to the future love of his life. Sometimes,  
I imagine a pair of children playing around the old 
gazebo. Every day a new adventure awaited the chil-
dren. I imagine how they would climb the worn sides, 
climbing the thick trunks of the rainforest trees. 
Another day, they’d find themselves in a crashed ship, 
searching for any treasure they could find. Maybe 
they’d make the gazebo their hiding place, away from 
the prying eyes of adults. A place where they could let 
their imagination run wild and the little old gazebo 
could become anything they wanted it to be, if only 
for a little while. There are so many stories that could 
be behind that little old gazebo. Whether it be an old 
man reminiscing on his past love, or a child’s place of 
dreams and wonder, the little old gazebo outside of my 
window can always have more memories made from it.
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Blackout Sestina
Lola Simon

That night, the lights went out.
The city was humming in the twilight,
Summer heat long settled into the concrete.
We walked across the bridge,
treading lightly as to not disturb the skyscrapers
in their slumber, and watched the shifting shadows

cast across the water; shadows
of a city that seemed to have tired itself out.
We didn’t blame it. The skyscrapers
never gave anyone a break. Twilight
was fading. We should cross the bridge
you said, or we won’t even see the concrete.

But we both knew it didn’t work like that. Concrete
radiated brighter in the darkness, stretched our shadows
like taffy. We both agreed the bridge
felt longer than usual today. We’d been out
walking for an eternity—long before twilight.
In our humbled city, we felt taller than the skyscrapers;

We felt more alive than any of the skyscrapers
would ever be. Stronger than the concrete
that built this world up. Twilight
was gone now—your face was cast in shadow,
The streetlamps had flickered out.
I saw the end of the bridge

a hundred feet ahead. I’ll race you off the bridge
I told you, I’ll race you so the skyscrapers
can’t see us anymore. I’ll race you out
of this darkness, past the cracked concrete
of the sidewalks, past the shadows
that hold us beyond the twilight.

You grinned, knowing you’d win, even though twilight
was gone and the bridge
had dissipated into something shadowless.  

We ran, skyscrapers
we’d once feared lost any sense of the concrete.
We ran until we were out

of this shadowed city. We were lost past twilight;
Burnt out, stuck on some bridge
we never liked, laughing at skyscrapers and concrete.
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The Revolution  
WILL Be Televised
Meiling Parrish

What if I told you that black people built this land  
400 years ago picking cotton for daddy’s mattress?

You’re sleeping on the oppression of my people in your master 
bedrooms reading beating on my brothers and sisters—

Please,
I can’t breathe just another black man murdered in the  

3rd degree because the badge made an accident.

There is no sentiment written in hollow sentences.
The president of this country, a white supremacist.
The biggest gang in america call themselves the feds.
Criminalize us; they label our blackness as a threat.
They stole this land and yet we are the ones who pay the debt.

I know brothers in the pound caught with less than an ounce.
Steer clear of karen cuz she’ll ruin your life with her mouth.
They marry pros so their sons have access to the league
So when they kill us it’s silence cuz we all need is “peace”.

Rappers, comedians, actors and good ol’ uncle tom
They get their money and forget about what’s really wrong.
They dance the samba for white men who pick them  

with their prongs.
If they are good then their massa will feed them with a bone.

The people tikin’ and toking it’s about time for action.
These massive corporations don’t care about who they’re 

impacting.
They follow us around stores and act like nothing’s happening.
They’re gentrifying our blocks, they’ve made themselves  

the captain.

The revolution is televised this time.
You cannot push us aside and fight for “All lives”.
Reparations for generations of persecution,
We want equality and we won’t stop til we die.

The revolution will be televised
The revolution will be televised
The revolution will be televised
for as long as this country disrespects black lives.
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